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STEREO DISCO MIXER D2500

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band L.R graphic equalisers with 74 graphic LEDs. Many OUTSTANDING FEATURES: includes: Phantom Power on DISCO & DJ mode, High speed speed control, DJ Mic with tone control & hard-wired 7-way switch, dual 12" die-cast woofer baffle with individual faders plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. Useful combinations of the following inputs: 3 turntable (max.) 3 mics, 3 Line for C/O, Tape, Video etc.

Price £134.99 - £5.00 P&P

PIEZOELECTRIC LOUDSPEAKERS - MOTOROLA

Join the Piezo revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved transient response with a lower distortion than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a presonator it is not required. These units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 150 watts (more if two are put in series. FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE A) (KNS1036A) 3" round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for bookshelf and medium size Hi-Fi speakers. Price £4.90 - £5.00 P&P

TYPE B) (KNS10053A) 5" super horn for general purpose speakers, disco and P.A. systems etc. Price £5.90 - £5.00 P&P

TYPE C) (KNS1816A) 2-way dispersion horn tweeter for high quality Hi-Fi systems and quality disco etc. £6.99 - £5.00 P&P

TYPE D) (KNS1025A) 2-way dispersion horn. Upper frequency response extending down to 2KHz. Price £6.99 - £5.00 P&P

TYPE E) (KNS1384A) 2-way horn tweeter with almost invincible finish trim. Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price £5.99 - £5.00 P&P

LEVEL CONTROL. Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket. £15.40 - £5.00 P&P

Loudspeakers

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take advantage of the latest speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilise studio quality 3.5" fibre glass cone drivers filled grills, wide dispersion constant directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel ball corners, combination of high quality black covering. The enclosures are fitted with standard top hats for optional tripods and stands.

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45Hz-30KHz.

INFC 12-100WATTS (100dB) Price £15.00 PER PAIR

INFC 12-200WATTS (100dB) Price £17.00 PER PAIR

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR £4.00 EACH

Delivery £8.00 per pair

TRANSFORMERS & TRANSISTORS

THREE SUPREME HIGH POWER CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS 150 WATTS (75 x 75) Stereo, 150W Bridge Mode.

150 watts 125-250 watts 250 watts

Price £150.00 £115.00 £80.00 £155.00

IN-CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPS

IN-CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPS

- £350.00 £300.00 £200.00 £250.00

PRICE £150.00 £115.00 £80.00 £155.00

DELIVERY £8.00 per pair

POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £10.00 MINIMUM OFFICIAL PRICE INCLUDES V.A.T., MAIL ORDER SERVICE WITHIN 48 HOURS, EXCEPT FOR RARE ITEMS. ORDERED PRIOR TO 12.00 MDL THEY WILL BE SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS. SUPPLY 12V (5 AMP). FM MICRO TRANSFORMER 100MHZ, VARACT CONTROLLED PERFORMANCE, RANGE UP TO 4 MILES, SIZE 1 x 2 x 0.5" SUPPLY 12V (5 AMP). MICRO TRANSFORMER 100MHZ, VARACT CONTROLLED PERFORMANCE, RANGE UP TO 4 MILES, SIZE 1 x 2 x 0.5" SUPPLY 12V (5 AMP).

TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS

B.K. ELECTRONICS

UNITS 1 & 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX, SS2 6TA.

Tel: 0702-500773 Fax: 0702-420243
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Editorial

by Paul Freeman

There have not been many occasions when one could praise government bodies for giving encouragement to science and technology. As many of us know, most departments are run by scientifically illiterate and therefore unsympathetic individuals. However, the DTI is putting on a very public face this year in many areas, to encourage industry to be innovative, to reward inventiveness and, among other things, put academics in touch with the real world.

This last initiative, called the Senior Academics in Industry Scheme, should not only continue but should be extended to all interested parties at Universities, colleges and schools. Bridging this part of our great divide can only bring benefit to both sides.

The problem, typified by the now well known British phrase or syndrome of 'Another lost invention to a foreign country', applies to both academics and creative hobbyists, who also encounter a third party to this problem - the unscientific, uninterested financial institutions who do not appreciate a good invention when they see one.

The shift from a dwindling manufacturing base to service industry in the UK has been caused by a variety of things, but a continued, co-ordinated relationship between government, industry and academia could well provide the necessary impetus for a reversal of that trend.
In an altogether surprising move, Société Européenne des Satellites (SES) - better known as the organisation which runs the Astra group of satellites - has said it won't yet be supporting high definition television channels for transmission from its existing and foreseeable satellites.

While it has always been an option to be able to transmit high definition signals from its satellites (some tests have already been carried out which prove its viability) and it has often been that assumed later satellites in the series (Astra 1D, due to be launched late next year, as well as others) will be used for the purpose, SES has decided it will not be so.

Instead of transmitting high definition television signals, SES plans to use a new digital compression technique which will allow a single digital video channel to be compressed down to 8Mbit s⁻¹. From each digital transponder channel on the satellite, 6 to 10 channels can therefore be transmitted, depending on required picture quality.

This isn't pie-in-the-sky. Decoder integrated circuits have already been designed by three manufacturers and these are due to be available for commercial use before the satellite launches. SES' decision to eschew high definition television calls into question the whole prospect of European attempts to develop a decent high definition television system. Simply because no-one has been able to get the European broadcasters, manufacturers and users to decide on a suitable system it all looks like going the way of the Cheshire cat. Soon, there'll be nothing left of European high definition television except its own grin.

SES has taken this step simply as a logical consequence of the high definition television debacle. As a spokesperson for SES says - any transmission service has to be driven by broadcasters' requirements. There are simply no high definition television receivers to broadcast to, and there won't be for many years yet.

Low-Earth What?

In a previous Open Channel, I've already covered Motorola's project to produce a series of low-earth orbit (LEO) satellites for a worldwide mobile 'phone system. Motorola's project gained the nickname Iridium, as it was originally designed with the same number of satellites (77) as the element Iridium's atomic number. I've also reported the later plans to use fewer satellites - which calls into doubt the project's name, I guess. Now, another satellite mobile 'phone system has been announced by Inmarsat (the International Maritime Satellite Organisation) which could well cut right across Motorola's plans to use low-earth orbit satellites. The project is known as Inmarsat-P.

Inmarsat is an international partnership of some 67 countries which to date has existed primarily to provide maritime and aviation communications systems (from ships- to-satellite, 'plane-to-satellite and so on). Inmarsat-P is intended as a consumer communications system, which greatly changes the organisation 's main role. Users will have a tiny, handheld 'phone which will work over all parts of the globe. If it goes ahead with the Inmarsat-P, the organisation intends to launch the service by the end of the century.

Actually, Inmarsat hasn't fixed upon a low-earth orbit system yet, but it's a fair bet that it will. Other alternatives currently being considered depend upon where the satellites are pitched in orbit around earth. While low-earth orbit satellites are quite close to the earth's surface, an intermediate circular orbit (ICO) system needs fewer satellites (12 to 15) higher up, while a geostationary orbit (GSO) system needs even fewer satellites - theoretically, just three. However, the higher the orbit, the more expensive the satellites and the more powerful a transmission system they need to have, so overall costs tend to even out and it becomes just a technical decision which system is used.

Inmarsat has recently awarded contracts to various companies worldwide to study the options of the three satellite system methods. Marconi and British Aerospace both have contracts. Work on the contracts has already started and interim results are expected by the end of May - I'll be reporting when these are published.

There's no doubt, whether users (that is, you and me) want portable communications or not is simply a conjecture on the behalf of all the telecommunications providers. The (almost) runaway success of cellular 'phone systems has made all manufacturers rather bullish about future systems. The fact that everyone who might ever need mobile communications has probably already got an acceptable system, and that further systems will simply be underused (if not merely not used at all) seems to have escaped their attention.

The New Man

Ofel has a new boss. As Sir Bryan Carsberg leaves the post, new man Don Cruickshank slips quietly into the hot seat. Mr Cruickshank, although not that well-known in the field of telecommunications and electronics, is famous for the revisions he undertook in his last job as chief executive of the National Health Service in Scotland. He had a reputation for hard-negotiating, so it looks like British Telecom (Sir Bryan's long-term adversary) will find it no easier to get along with Ofel's new chief than it did the last.
Amstrad plc has recently launched Pen Pad, a slim, pocket sized personal organiser, at a press conference held at London's Science Museum.

The Amstrad Pen Pad recognises handwriting and turns it into text for storage, transfer, fax transmission or printout. Designed for international markets, the unit is fully multi-lingual, with the owner selecting the desired language when first switching on.

Directed squarely at the traditional loose-leaf and more recent electronic organiser markets, the Pen Pad PDA600 uses a simple 'pen' for all input, doing away with the need for a keyboard. It will reach the shops with a £299.99 (inc. VAT) price tag.

Announcing the Pen Pad, Amstrad chairman Alan Sugar said: "Never has a new product category been so hyped by major world computer suppliers, without any evidence that their equipment is actually nearing production. I keep reading about PDA machines that are due from the States, but we have yet to see one working. Their deadlines come and go, but I am pleased to say that Amstrad, without any advance publicity, will start to ship the Pen Pad in May, at a price that will embarrass the competition when their products eventually arrive."

Weighing 400gm, the Amstrad Pen Pad is lighter and less bulky than a traditional loose-leaf organiser, but it is its ability to recognise your handwriting, no matter how illegible, that is its main selling point.

When you open the cover of the A6 sized Pen Pad, you find a LCD screen, along the top and side of which are ranged a number of symbols, each depicting a function. The 'pen', a slim stylus, is then used to touch the desired function symbol. The pen can then be used in a normal way to update or add to the diary, address/telephone listings, meetings lists and the other functions available, or to create pages for storing handwritten notes, sketches and diagrams.

Among the features built into the Pen Pad are a full function calculator, calendar, automatic phone dialling, a search facility by word or number, alarm calls and world time clock. Running for up to 40 hours on 3 AA batteries, the Pen Pad can additionally be connected to any printer with a serial port for data printout and will link up to any PC for data back-up and transfer of information.

You can also connect a pocket fax modem and, with a software applications card, transmit handwritten notes, diagrams and text by fax.

A standard PCMCIA slot has been incorporated for memory expansion cards to give up to an additional 5000 pages of recognised text, or to load in other ROM card based applications such as travel guides,spread sheets and so on.

1.6GHz SPECTRUM ANALYSER IN A PC

Chas Electronics has launched the model 9052, a fully featured spectrum analyser that slots directly into a PC, manufactured by Morrow Technologies Corp.

Frequency coverage is from 100kHz to 1.6GHz with a ±1.5dB level accuracy, a resolution bandwidth of 300Hz to 3MHz and up to 5x10^6 frequency stability as a result of direct synthesis.

The product is for remote monitoring applications and simple connection to a modem is all that is needed. Other facilities include the ability to display up to four traces in user-definable colour. Traces and set up data are stored on disk, readily accessible for reuse. Automation of test sequences is also an option.

Captured sweeps can be zoomed in, to view the narrow detail of a signal, without the need to resweep and overlays can be drawn, providing user definable windows for go no-go measurements. In addition, full marker functions include peak-find, tracking, delta and zoom.

A burst mode also allows detection of sporadic, short duration signals. Here, frequency cells are scanned for a user definable dwell time and the peak signal held.
NOTEBOOK-PEN COMPUTER

Tandy GRiD Europe has started shipment of its Convertible, the Windows notebook PC that is also pen based. It functions equally as a notebook and a pen-tablet PC and provides the capability to use PC software.

With the screen raised, the Convertible is a standard notebook PC with a 79-key industry standard keyboard. In that mode, this computer can use a standard mouse pointing device, but many users find it more natural to use the Convertible's pen for that purpose. With the screen folded down, the Convertible becomes a pen-input tablet computer.

The GRiD Convertible is based on a 25MHz, Intel 386SL processor. It comes with 2MB RAM, expandable to 8MB, and a 125MB hard disk drive. The Convertible is packaged in a slim, magnesium case and comes bundled with the latest version of the MS-DOS operating system and Microsoft Windows for Pen Computing software. It also supports PenRight, GRiD’s DOS-based graphical applications package. The Convertible comes with an attached 3.5", 1.44MB floppy disk drive. It also contains a PCMCIA version 2.0 compatible expansion slot which can be used for removable storage media such as the new SunDisk SDP flash memory card.

The system features a backlit, 9.5" (diagonally) VGA screen with 640 x 480 resolution. Simultaneous colour VGA output is available for a monitor or video projection system. The GRiD Convertible measures 295 x 239 x 41mm. It weighs 2.5kg, including standard battery. The unit is now available in 25 countries through GRiD’s local offices and their direct and indirect sales channels.

NEW READER/WRITER

Mitsubishi is announcing the introduction of a PCMCIA and JEIDA memory card reader and writer system and development kit, following cooperation with Elan. The unit is said to be high speed, flexible and reliable, as well as providing low cost development, emulation and copying capabilities.

The reader/writer should enable Mitsubishi memory cards to be programmed at speeds up to 100 times faster than alternatives. Two versions are available, for either internally mounting in a standard IBM PC or compatible 3.5" disk drive frame or alternatively a stand alone peripheral which is connected to a PC via a ribbon cable. Read and write support is provided for RAM memory cards featuring PCMCIA and JEIDA standard connectors and optional software is available for Flash, OTP, EPROM and EEPROM versions. The units come with an 8/16bit interface card which is plugged into an expansion slot on the host PC and an appropriate interface, according to whether you have the internal or external version. An range of low level card drivers is also provided, together with a Mitsubishi 1Mb SRAM card and transparent software for programming and editing.

The optional software enables memory cards of up to 64Mb to be programmed on the system. All card lines are fully buffered to provide protection to the card and host systems. The software options available include a socket service driver, to allow users to interface their own application programs to the reader/writer and to address the low level drivers.

DOS line commands can also be supplied to allow for card addressing using standard DOS commands and the FFS2 DOS FAT allows floppy disk emulation.
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AMUSEMENT ARCADE WORKERS HIT TRAINING JACKPOT

A Dulwich-based company hit the jackpot the day it came up with the idea for a fruit machine called Seven Heaven. The model has sold over 10,000 machines in the past three years and it has become the biggest-selling gaming machine in the UK ever.

Project Coin Machines Ltd. of Parkhall Industrial Estate, became aware that the workers who assembled Seven Heaven and other machines actually had very limited knowledge of the whys and wherefores of fruit machine technology, so they approached nearby Lambeth College's commercial arm, called Enterprise, who were able to come up with a training scheme to introduce 11 staff to the concepts of electronics.

The company are just one of the many businesses to take advantage of the services to Business offered by the region's colleges and universities.

Any businesses with a problem that requires training, consultancy or research can consult the free Services to Business Guide issued by the Department for Education.

Lambeth College has now gained special accreditation to run a City and Guilds Amusement Arcade Technicians Course and hopes to run other, higher level courses for the company in the future.

Dick Palmer, college director, said: "Fruit machines are very complicated things, full of micro electronic circuitry. It used to be that the company's factory staff just slotted the components together, with little understanding of what the parts were, or how they worked. We believe that the course has allowed the company to make good progress on the quality side of its operations."

As well as illustrating the breadth of specialist areas on offer, the Guide includes a list of contact names, phone numbers and addresses. It is available by phoning 081 533 2000, quoting INF 060.

For more details of the schemes, you can contact Dymnapa Hardy, Project Coin Machines Ltd, on 081 671 5114, or Dick Palmer at Lambeth College on 081 670 4488.

ALARM CONTROL UNITS

Autona Ltd has released two new alarm control units to add to their range of security products known as the 2000 Series. The microprocessor based panels have been designed to provide all of the necessary functions required for controlling security systems, from the most basic up to the advanced multi-sensor installations found in commercial applications.

The models differ only in the method of switching, offering a choice of keyswitch or keypad operation; the keypad version allows the user to enter pass codes between 2-12 digits.

Simplicity of operation and ease of installation were two of the major design objectives which contributed to the decision to use an 8 bit microcontroller to monitor a variety of sensing loops, control switching and timing functions.

Loop response time is accurately defined which provides a high degree of immunity to any radiated or mainsborne interference.

The particular controller used, a PIC 16C54, provides the required I/O lines in an 18 pin package and is so code efficient that the complete operational software together with the installation test routines is contained in only 512 bytes of ROM. With the resulting reduction in size of the circuit board it was possible to reduce the overall size of the steel enclosure by more than 40%, over the previous model, even after making provision for a full size 1.2A stand by battery and an internal siren. The temptation to include a number of gimmicky features was stoutly resisted so the units could be operated by all members of the family without the need for extensive familiarisation.

The 2150 is priced at £49.95 +VAT and the 2250 is available at £54.95 + VAT.

For further information contact Autona Ltd. on 08444 5740.
Some of the country's top academics could soon be helping innovative British firms under the terms of a new government-backed initiative.

Senior British academics are to be invited to participate in a new Department of Trade and Industry scheme, working in industry on four to six-month projects. The initiative is called the Senior Academics in Industry Scheme (SAIS). Leading researchers from science and engineering departments in higher education will be eligible to take part in strategic new technology projects - particularly those involving small and medium-sized companies in manufacturing and engineering.

Participating academics will require a minimum of 10 years senior academic experience and high-level expertise in the field of the proposed project. However, lack of previous direct contact with industry will not be a disadvantage - one of the main objectives is to help senior academics and their faculties to increase their sensitivity to industry's needs and practices and reflect these in their teaching and research.

Although any size of company can benefit from a placement, small ones (with fewer than 250 employees) will be given preference. Projects should be of strategic importance to the company's research, development, design or manufacturing activities. Companies will oversee the projects, provide the necessary support staff and resources and may need to make a contribution towards academic costs. The DTI provides funding to assist the higher education institution to release the academic for the duration of the project.

The Teaching Company Directorate (part of The Cranfield Institute of Technology) has been chosen by the DTI to run SAIS because of its long experience in managing the Teaching Company Scheme. Over the past 17 years, the Directorate has set up and run well in excess of a thousand Teaching Company Programmes, which are intended to help companies grow through tapping academic expertise and developing young graduates for industrial careers.

Talking Digital Multimeter.

Maplin's latest Talking Digital Multimeter is designed to provide additional safety and convenience when working on mains or high voltage equipment, or in conditions where positioning of the test probes makes reading a meter difficult or impossible. Housed in a slim case, the probes are not detachable, but when not in use, are wrapped round the outside of the case and held in a recess.

The probe tips are held in two receptacles on the side of the case for safety. A 3-position voice switch selects either off, single or auto. While in single mode, an announcement is made only when a talk button on the positive probe is pressed, or whenever there is a change in range in manual mode or a change of function. When in auto mode, an announcement is made whenever there is a new reading captured.

A further handy feature, is the 'memory' switch, which is used to record the measured data and recall the most recently made memory entry.

---
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---
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Simulating electrical cooling

Models simulating the way electronic products cool are usually in the form of finite-element analysis or computational fluid dynamic software. Both approaches require hefty investments in software and hardware.

Sauna is a package that calculates classical equations or closed-form solutions and models components such as enclosures, heat sinks and sources, and cooling modes.

To examine the software features, Thermal Solutions constructed a rectangular heat sink, added fins to it, positioned and identified a heat source on it, and calculated the heat flow throughout the enclosure to an ambient.

In the modelling process, the programme draws a rectangular outline (the plate) and fills it with nodes, each connected to adjacent nodes with thermal resistors. A few simple menu selections added fins to one side of the plate.

An off-plate node was then chosen to represent ambient temperatures on the fin side and another isolated node on the opposite side was chosen to represent air that would be inside an enclosure with plate-mounted components. The software automatically connects each plate node with two additional thermal resistors, one to the ambient node and one to the enclosure node.

Assigning nodes is analogous to meshing in finite-element analysis.

After assigning values to the heat source and ambient and component-side temperatures, the programme calculates plate and source temperatures. Modifications and additions are easily made.

The evaluation copy lets users model only the problems in the manual, but it provides a good feel of the software's flexibility and potential problem complexity. For example, models can also include enclosures, multiple PCBs and heat sources and sinks.

A standard version lists for $995 and the advanced $2,995 version tackles more complex enclosures and modules.

Thermal Solutions, 3135 S. State St., Suite 108, Ann Arbor, Michigan

World's first semantic network

A group of former radar engineers has created an information-retrieval system that purports to conquer vague and ambiguous English. ConQuest Software Inc.'s ConQuest is said to be the world's first semantic network for pulling desired texts out of vast databases.

ConQuest engineers applied a statistical approach to recognize concepts in text. A textual database is first indexed by the concepts in it. Plain English queries are subjected to morphological, syntactical and semantical analysis and reduced to a statistical amalgamation of the concepts contained in them. Obvious matches with a database of documents are displayed immediately, while the system finds and ranks less obvious matches. The user can type English queries or merely give examples of documents in the style of those desired.

ConQuest's technology depends upon its semantic network of 250,000 common English concepts - a superset of a dictionary, thesaurus and the WordNet database from Princeton University. WordNet goes beyond ordinary dictionaries by weighting the relations among words. For example, 'platypus' has a 50% link in the semantic network to 'mammal' and 50% to 'fish'. WordNet also reveals many other relations in non-traditional approaches, such as part-of-relations (a 'wing' is part of a 'plane' and a 'bird'), kind-of relations ('vodka' is a kind of 'alcohol') and other weighted links.

Specialised concepts can be added by the user, or attached with specialised dictionaries available for engineering, scientific, medical, pharmaceutical, legal, financial and others.

ConQuest's approach does not attempt to truly understand words, but rather to quantify the subtext of distinctions among the concepts they denote.

ConQuest Software Inc., Columbus, Maryland.

Charging electric vehicles

Filling stations equipped with hookups for recharging batteries on electric vehicles look like being the thing of the future in the US. Carmakers and utility companies are now looking at several systems and will choose a standard based on cost, safety, and convenience.

Perhaps the safest system proposed so far is Hughes Aircraft Co.'s inductive charger. Working with parent company General Motors, Hughes designed a family of charging stations that transfer energy magnetically rather than electrically. An inductive coupler, basically an electromagnet, fits in the vehicle and a pickup coil automatically clamps around it. Power flows from the coupler to the pickup through magnetic induction.

Covered in plastic, the paddle-shaped coupler is easy to handle and presents no shock hazard. This contrasts with conventional 220V plugs and cords which are cumbersome.

Hughes originally developed inductive couplers for powering valves on oil-well heads at the bottom of the North Sea. To shrink the components enough to fit into cars, Hughes used technology from its high-frequency radar systems. Fast switching circuits based on IGBTs (insulated-gate bipolar transistors) boost line frequency to around 80kHz, letting designers use smaller coils and capacitors than normal. Little energy is wasted as heat because of the low-loss switches. The designers also used special RF shielding techniques to stem electromagnet interference.
45Watt Hybrid Valve Amp

Much interest has surrounded this design of amplifier featured in our September issue last year. We feature a few comments and suggestions made about the amplifier here in order to help constructors. -Ed

The September 1992 issue of ETI described amongst other things a 45W Hybrid Power Amp. I found this project quite interesting and consequently I wrote to Hobtek, the company mentioned in the article.

After the reply from a Mr Henderson I decided to buy a kit. I sent £192.00 to Hobtek on 14th October last year. Some weeks later I received a letter from Mr Henderson confirming the arrival of my money. In November I received another letter from Mr Henderson. In this he explained the delay for the delivery. Furthermore he gave a firm despatch date for my kit.

Since then I have not heard anything from Mr Henderson and I have not received any kit. In December I wrote to him asking him to explain his failure to deliver. Mr Henderson has not cared to answer my letter. I have lost interest in the whole project and would prefer to have my money back.

Leif Urdén Taberg Sweden

We have had similar complaints to this letter. The matter is under investigation - Ed.

Having read the article in your September Edition of ETI I am concerned that the 45W Hybrid Power amplifier has some serious flaws in its design.

The biasing arrangement in valve power amplifiers is crucial if you want to achieve both performance and good life from your output tubes.

To quote the article “Valves require a negative bias voltage on their grids to operate correctly. Normally this is achieved by con-
necting a small resistor between cathode and ground........A bet-
ner method is to use fixed bias ....
What this paragraph does not explain is :
A. The resistor used in cathode biasing provides a degree of-
ve feedback around the output tube keeping the DC current in
the tube constant with respect to tube age and temperature.
B. Fixed bias may be fixed but it is usually adjustable. There is
no way in the current circuit to adjust the bias current. Usually
you include a 10R resistor or so in series with the cathodes in
order to measure the tube currents and you adjust the bias to
achieve the desired quiescent current. A simple but crude modifi-
cation to this circuit could be achieved by replacing R3 with a
1M trimpot in series with a 500k resistor.
With the circuit as stands the bias current is totally dependent
on the make and condition of the output tubes. It is quite possible
that with one set of tubes you get horrific crossover distortion and
with another you would get scorching class A and the tubes
only last 50 hours. With a good set of tubes costing 50 pounds or so
and Mullard ones costing hundreds of pounds, building a cir-
cuit which gives output tubes good life is vitally important. With few
people left who understand valves it is a shame to show such poor
quality circuits to the new genera-
tion of hobbyists. I'll had built this
circuit when I was younger it
would have put me off tubes for

Marco Corsi
Design Engineer
Texas Instruments

In November last year I bought
the kit and although I had a few
problems at first I have success-
fully constructed it and have had
a couple of months to assess the
performance.
I had a few problems setting up the amp as instructed and won-
dered whether any others had ex-
perienced the same difficulties.
I was unable to balance the output
valve bias voltages with the ori-
ignal MPSA92s. Their h_{re} values varied between 85 + 150!
Fitting selected with similar h_{re}
values (approx 96) seems to cure the
problem.
After sitting up the voltages to
balance and then removing the
short circuit from the inputs the balance was unstable - moving
out of balance quickly with one of
each pair of EL34s getting over-
heating. Changing the value of R1
(R1a) to 100R seemed to cure the
problem.
The amplifier was very sen-
tive to any DC component coming
in with the input signal but this
was cured by fitting a couple of
good quality (audio) capacitors
series with R1 & R1a at the
input.
The toroidal transformer in-
corporates all mains/heater/bias
windings on the one unit, but I
found that the winding that pro-
duced -40V was a little too low
and the unit gets far too warm! It's
best to fit separate 20-0-20 6VA
type separately as in the sche-
matic.
The feedback connections shown in Figure 6 overlay should
be transposed (as schematic).
I don't have access to the manu-
facturers data for teh EL34, but
presume -30V is correct although
my 20-0-20 transformer gives a
little more than the calculations
given and seems to work OK. The
whole amp runs much colder than
with the much lower bias voltage
than the transformer provided,
being around -23V.

F Bentley
Buntingford
Herts

An Omission On Infra-guide

Last month we failed to men-
tion where you could get the
main printed circuit board for the
Infra-guide project. The board, a
double sided one with plated
through holes, has been profes-
sonally made and is available
from the author at the following
adress:
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For today's sophisticated musical reproduction systems, a conventional tone control circuit is perhaps too coarse in its control. No longer is the tone control necessary to compensate for glaring defects in the equipment and modern listeners want to be able to make fine adjustments to the sounds they hear.

More often than not, the response of the hi-fi equipment is reasonable, the recording engineers have balanced the sound recorded onto the CD for their intended audience, so that the main reason for adjusting the frequency response of a sound system is to compensate for room resonances. To do a really good job, one might choose an octave - or even half-octave - graphic equaliser, but very good results can be obtained even with a five-band unit in many cases. Here is a project to build a five-band equaliser with hi-fi performance.

**Tuned circuits**

The unit tailors the frequency response by applying tuned circuits set at various frequencies to the feedback loop of an op-amp. The tuned circuits are of the series-resonant type, as shown in Figure 1, so that at resonance, the circuit presents an impedance which is completely resistive and has the value R. Far above the resonant frequency, the impedance of the inductor is very high, so that the circuit presents a negligible load, while at frequencies below resonance, the impedance of the capacitor is high. This gives rise to the standard form of resonance curve shown in Figure 2. Referring to the circuit diagram, shown in Figure 3, no actual inductors are present. Instead, op-amps have been used to simulate inductors, in order to obtain the required value of inductance as a function of easily-obtainable resistor and capacitor values. This type of circuit is called a gyrator.

Looking at the circuit fragment shown in Box 1, C1 is the capacitance of the tuned circuit, R2 its series resistance, while C2 and R1 determine the effective inductance. A handwaving description of what it does is to say that an abrupt change of voltage at the junction of C2 and R2 will cause the non-inverting input of the op-amp to track the voltage change. This causes the output to track the change, so that the current in R2 does not change instantaneously. During the period following a step-change of voltage at the junction of C2 and R2, C2 gradually charges through R1, meaning that the voltage on the op-amp's input and therefore on its output, gradually returns towards zero with an exponential time-constant. This causes the current in R2 to change, tending exponentially towards a new value. This is exactly the behaviour expected from a series combination of a resistor and an inductor.

![Fig.1 Basic tuned circuit design](image1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>Frequency Hz</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68k</td>
<td>680R</td>
<td>122n</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68k</td>
<td>680R</td>
<td>39n</td>
<td>330n</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62k</td>
<td>620R</td>
<td>10n</td>
<td>100n</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68k</td>
<td>680R</td>
<td>2n7</td>
<td>22n</td>
<td>3037</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62k</td>
<td>680R</td>
<td>0n68</td>
<td>8n2</td>
<td>10390</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Active tuned circuit calculation

Table 1 shows the component values, centre frequencies and Q values for the five tuned circuits. In order to minimise the frequency-response ripple at maximum boost or cut, the resonances should be chosen to overlap at approximately their 3dB points. With the frequencies chosen here, a Q value of approximately 1 is suitable. Anyone who wishes to can, by making use of the mathematics given, devise an equaliser of a greater number of bands, in which case high Q values appropriate to the spacing of the bands would be required.
HOW IT WORKS

Referring to the circuit diagram shown in Figure 3, the input signal is capacitively coupled to the non-inverting input of IC1a, which is used to buffer the signal because a low-impedance is required at this point, to minimise noise pickup on the potentiometer wires. Ignoring the potentiometers for a moment, the signal is fed via R2 to IC2c, which serves as a unity-gain buffer DC-coupled to the input

If all potentiometers are set at their centre point then, any loading on the sliders will put down the input signal to the non-inverting input of IC2c, while similarly potting down the negative feedback and providing a gain which compensates the potting-down of the input signal. In this state, therefore, we still have unity gain at all frequencies.

If the 200Hz slider, RV2, is moved to the inverting input end of its travel, the action of potting down the negative feedback is, at resonance, much greater than the potting-down of the input signal, so that the system exhibits a net gain at this frequency. Similarly, if the slider is moved to the non-inverting input end of its travel, the input signal is potted down while the negative feedback is not, so that there is a dip in the response at 200Hz. The same reasoning applies to all of the potentiometers.

Local decoupling is provided on the board to minimise the effects of crosstalk through the power supply.

Construction

The unit may be assembled on the PCB designed for it. Note that a single PCB accommodates a mono equaliser, so two PCBs are required for stereo. The board is double-sided, but it has been laid out so that so that top-soldering of components is not required. All links from top to bottom of the board may be carried out using track-pins or pieces of tinned copper wire, such as clipped-off component legs. Top-to-bottom links should be installed first. Any constructors who wish to make their own PCBs should be able to make the unit work with a single-sided board, using a combination of tinned copper wire and insulated copper wire links on the top to make the necessary top-connections.

Note that, although it is not shown on the circuit diagram, the unused quarter OP-amp has its non-inverting input connected to 0V and its inverting input connected to its output. This avoids the possibility of noise pickup or oscillation which may cross-talk to other channels.

Two quad OP-amps are used in this unit and the type of OP-amp may be chosen according to the quality required from the completed item. The lowest-cost OP-amp suitable for the job is the LM324. The slew-rate and noise performance of this device is such that constructors may prefer to substitute the LM837, which is designed for audio use.

The extremely-picky may instead prefer the OP-470GP, but the only characteristic on which my data book shows it as being markedly superior is on channel separation. As it costs nearly three times as much as the LM837 I would not be inclined to choose it myself.

When all the components on the board have been fitted, the potentiometers should be connected. None of the connections to the pots is a ground connection - all are sensitive signal points. For this reason, wiring to the pots should be kept as short as practical and the power-supply should be positioned as far as possible away from the potentiometers.

The graphic equaliser may be added to an existing piece of equipment which already contains a power supply. If this is the case, then it may be possible to power the unit directly from the main power supply of the equipment, or a pair of extra voltage regulators may be needed. A 7812 and 7912 would do, so long as the equipment power-supply does not...
exceed 40 volts under any conditions, otherwise LM317 and LM337 would be necessary. In cases where even the voltage rating of the LM317 and LM337 is inadequate, a separate power supply is recommended. Figure 4 shows a power unit for use when no suitable power supply already exists.

Testing

Testing of the unit should be straightforward. First of all, power it up and measure the output voltages of all the op-amps. Check that no output is more than a few mV from zero. If any output shows a significant offset, then look for solder blobs, badly soldered joints and so forth, around that IC.

When all the offsets are close to zero, you can either feed in an audio signal, for example from a CD player, and feed the output to an audio amplifier, then listen to the results of adjusting the slider controls. Alternatively, if you have an oscilloscope and a sweep-generator, you can check the response to various settings by connecting the oscilloscope to the output and synchronizing its horizontal sweep to the frequency sweep of the sweep generator. Most oscilloscopes can be switched to XY mode, to permit the frequency control range of the sweep generator to perform the horizontal scan.

All should be well, but if it is not, remember to check that the output of the sweep generator is constant across the audio range before searching for faults in the graphic equaliser.

Test results

The model tested, shown in the photograph, has an extra capacitor fitted to it to make up the value 39n. As I have discovered, 39n capacitors are not easily available, though Maplin do stock one. To make the prototype I used 33n in parallel with 6n6, also a difficult value to obtain. Probably the nearest most kits boxes will have is 4n7 and 33n, which works well enough.

On test, the graphic equaliser frequencies were correct to within component accuracy, but when I checked the frequency response a minor snag appeared. With two adjacent controls at maximum, and the rest at normal, there was a dip in the response between the two centre frequencies.

Clearly the Q values chosen were too high, so an increase in the value of the damping resistors to 1k was necessary to make the response smoother. The original calculated values for R4, R5, R11, and R13 were 680 or 620R. Changing to 1k made the response acceptable.

I have left the original calculations unchanged as a demonstration of how easy it is to have minor problems even with carefully throughout analogue designs, and to show the need for careful testing to find any snags.

PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS (0.25W 5% metal-film unless otherwise stated.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 47k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2,7 3k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3,5,10 68k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4,5,6,9,11,13 1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8,12 62k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9 620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV1-RV5 1k slider pots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1.2 10u,16V radial electro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 470n, 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 1u 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5,10 100n 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 220n 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7,12 22n 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8 330n 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9 39n 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11 10n 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13 2n7,0.1&quot; pin spacing ceramic or polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14 8n2, 0.2&quot; pin spacing polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15 680p 0.1&quot; pin spacing ceramic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEMICONDUCTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC1,2 See text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MINIATURE PASSIVE INFRA-RED SENSOR-RP33

Switchable Dual range, detects intruders up to 6 or 12 metres heat of an intruder moving within the detection field. Slow ambient changes such as radiators, etc. are ignored. Easily installed in a room or hallway. Providing reliable operation from a 12v supply, it is ideal for use with the CA1362 or equivalent high quality control unit.

Size 80x60x40mm

Supplied with full instructions. Detailed colour brochure available.

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOR- US 5055

Variable sensitive and adjustable noise threshold built-in timing ideal for vehicle alarms

AL 12580-125W AMPLIFIER

A rugged high powered module that is ideal for in-car use or portable applications. A power pack of up to 125W, 4 ohms are required. The heavy duty output transistors ensure stable and reliable performance. Its size is ideally supplied to a large number of manufacturers where reliability and performance are the main considerations; whereas for others it's low price is the major factor. Operating from a supply voltage of 45-80v into loads from 4-16 ohms.

AL 2550-COMPACT LOW-COST 25W AMPLIFIER

High fidelity at a low price. This popular module with tens of thousands installed, is ideal for domestic applications. Supply rail 20-50v with load 6-16 ohms.

MM 100-BUDGET 3-INPUT MIXER

With a host of features including 3 individual level controls, a master volume and separate bass and treble control, it provides for inputs for microphone, magnetic pick-up and or pickup (electroacoustic). And yet costs considerably less than competitive units. This module is ideal for disco's and public address applications. Specify MM-100/3V 40-200V.

MM LOGU GUITAR MIXER

MM-400 with two guitar and one microphone input intended for guitar amplifier applications.
The Chaperon

It's 11 pm in a cold, badly lit car park which backs on to a patch of woodland. The secretary of a local Scout group is leaving a committee meeting at the Scout hall. She makes sure that she's not the only one leaving the building at that time, but at the front door the two people with her decide to go and check on something elsewhere in the hall and say goodnight. The secretary leaves the hall with a heavy shoulder bag of files and her car keys in her hand. She doesn't like the dark and runs across the car park to her car, which is parked in a bay directly backing on to the woodland (there were no empty bays closer to the hall when she arrived). She knows she has her keys ready and she knows that her car has an alarm with a siren loud enough to wake the dead, but she still has to open the door. It's pitch black in the car park and panic sets in as she fumbles to find the lock. She starts to imagine all sorts of things and is petrified to turn around for fear of seeing someone behind her. At last the car door is open, she leaps in and locks her door. The car starts first time. She's safe.

That secretary is my wife and she told me of her fears when she arrived home from that meeting. Unfortunately, long gone are the days when anyone, male or female, young or old could walk out anywhere in complete safety. Anyone, it seems, these days is open to assault, mugging or rape. Many people won't go out at night for fear that their shouts may not be heard.

This project, Chaperon, although one of the most simple yet featured as a free PCB project, is hopefully one of the most useful and topical. Nothing yet invented can prevent the possibility of attack (we're still working on that one), but a small hand held device that can easily be triggered to give a very loud shrieking sound and can't be switched off in the same way as it was activated does give a measure of reassurance.

Chaperon was designed to be carried in the hand, secured with a wrist strap. It is activated via a key switch, which switches the battery power on, but the electronics have been designed to draw no current in the standby mode. The reason for the key switch is that when Chaperon is not required it can be carried in a pocket, handbag, dashboard or wherever. On some other hand held attack alarms the activate button may accidentally be pressed causing the alarm to go off, leading to great embarrassment. My wife had one of these and it went off (in her pocket) in a crowded hospital waiting room. She refuses to use it now.

Before the key switch is turned on, the wrist strap plug should be checked to ensure that it is fully pressed in and that the activate button is out. When you're happy with this, the

An invaluable personal attack alarm, described by Bob Noyes.
key switch is turned to ‘On’ (the key is vertical) and Chaperon is now ‘armed’. The wrist strap should be carefully slipped over the wrist - great care being taken not to pull out the plug. When this is done, the key should be removed and put somewhere you can easily find it again, such as in a pocket or on a chain out of sight (not around your neck). Remember that if Chaperon is set off accidentally or in anger, the key is needed to turn the alarm off. The alarm is now in standby mode and either pressing the button or removing the wrist strap plug will set the alarm off. The idea of the wrist strap and its plug is that if you are grabbed from behind, it may not be possible to press the activate button, but by dropping Chaperon the weight of it will cause the wrist strap plug to come out - instantly activating the alarm. This method of activation is absent in several of the very expensive attack alarms currently on the market. The corners of the alarm casing have been internally strengthened so Chaperon won’t disintegrate on hitting the deck - although we don’t recommend trying this too often when testing the alarm. Surface damage could result, spoiling the look of it, admittedly something not foremost in your mind during an actual attack.

When you’ve reached your destination and are out of danger, the key switch should be turned off before the wrist strap is removed from your wrist. The wrist band plug can be removed for convenience, but must be plugged back in before the alarm is armed again.

The Circuit
The circuit could not really be more simple; it relies on the thyristor’s property that once turned on by a positive pulse to its Gate, it stays turned on until the current through it is reduced to almost zero - or in our case, until the key switch turns off the power completely. Switching back on again will arm the alarm but silences the siren so long as the wrist strap plug is in and the button is not depressed.

The thyristor chosen, C106D, is a cheap, very sensitive device and readily available. A list of other suitable devices is included in case of an availability problem. R1 and R2 form a potential divider as well as limiting the gate current when either of the two methods of activation occurs, either the wrist strap plug is removed completing the normally closed contacts on the socket, or the activate button is pressed. The top end of R1 is switched to +9 volts which in turn produces a positive on the gate in respect of the cathode. The maximum required is 1 volt at 0.2mA for the C106D and 1.2 volts at 0.2mA for the T1C106D, so the values of R1 and R2 chosen will support either suggested thyristor (or any of the others in the list).

The thyristor, when turned on, applies power to the siren. Several sirens were tried - most were not loud enough to be a deterrent and a couple that were loud enough were too big, physically, to fit into a hand held box. The one chosen was the Micro Siren which is sold in several outlets including Maplin. This, when cased, is too large but when stripped down into the piezo element housing and electronic PCB, can be easily mounted in the hand held box recommended.

To remove the piezo element from it’s case, the indented circles shown in the siren diagram are drilled out. This is done by marking the centre of the circles with a sharp object to ensure that drilling is accurate, using a small, 1mm drill. Great care must be taken not to over drill and cause damage either to the siren or the drill. A simple drill sleeve could be used, as shown in the diagram. This can be made out of a cut length of a biro tube and should leave 10mm of drill showing; prevent the drill entering too far. When all four holes have been drilled, they can be opened up to 2mm, then 3mm. The 3mm drill should completely remove the plastic rivets which
holds the siren together.

The front of the siren can now be removed - this is the piezo housing. It only comes out a few centimetres because it is connected to the small PCB by short thin wires. The lead at the back of the siren can now be cut completely as it will be replaced when connected inside Chaperon. Some sirens have a small amount of glue from a glue gun to keep out moisture and this should also be removed. The PCB can then be removed from the siren casing, care being taken not to damage the thin wires connecting the PCB to the piezo.

The wires from the piezo to the PCB should be noted as to where they go on the PCB and the power connections noted as to which way they go because the PCB is polarity conscious. There is a protective diode thoughtfully included on the PCB, stopping any damage caused by the power being applied the wrong way round. Great care should be taken when handling this PCB when power is applied to it, such as during testing. Its output stage consists of a step up transformer, which is the secret of its high volume. As the impedance of a piezo is extremely high, virtually no current flows at 9 volts or so, but low volts and extremely low current equals very low power, so the output stage increases the voltage to a couple of hundred volts peak to peak via the step up transformer: This still produces low current because of the high impedance of the Piezo but increases the volume considerably, so don’t hold the PCB when under power.

Safety Note: The high voltage does not have the power to be fatal because as soon as any current is drawn, the voltage reduces accordingly, but it still gives a nasty nip - so treat it with respect.

Optional Foot Switch

While trying out Chaperon, I was asked if the device could be used by people serving in shops who often feel vulnerable, especially those in small shops who work alone.

Obviously, in these situations it’s not feasible to carry Chaperon around in your hand all day, although it could possibly be worn on a belt. I felt it was better to place the alarm in a high position, out of general reach, so when sounding, the noise could travel, but activated by a hidden foot switch behind a counter. Several switches could be incorporated, all In parallel - pressing any one of these would activate the alarm. The wrist band socket could be used but this would mean switching off the alarm while the plugs were exchanged because removing the plug would activate the alarm.

On models that require this facility, another socket is fitted, which brings out the two connections required to be connected together to activate the alarm. These go to a mini jack socket and a mini jack plug is then connected to the foot switch or switches as required, via a suitable length of cable. This plug can then be plugged in or removed without
switching the alarm off. The socket need only be fitted if the footswitch facility is required. The connections on top of the activate switch are used in the alarm as shown in the diagram.

**Construction**

These construction details apply to the recommended box, but may prove useful with other types of enclosure.

The semi-circles of board must be removed so that it will fit between the box’s mounting pillars. A round file should be used and care taken not to over-file these semi-circles or the board will float around in the box. The large raised indent in the bottom of the box should be removed as per the drawing - do not remove the small one as this is used to help support the front panel.

All four components are fitted and soldered to the PCB. Flying leads are fitted for the siren and wrist strap jack socket; the battery connector is fitted with shortened leads i.e. 35mm. If the footswitch option is required, then two more leads are fitted on top of the activate switch-N/O contacts, as shown in the diagram.

The soldered joints are cut as short as possible for a good joint, but flat enough to allow the board to fit as close to the bottom of the box as possible (every micron helps when closing the box). A hole for the activate button needs to be drilled in the box; the size of which should be 1mm larger than the diameter of the button to allow it to be pressed freely. The board is positioned in the box and the centre of the button marked to indicate where to drill. Remove the board and bolt the box together. A small pilot hole is drilled in the join of the two halves of the box at the marked positions. The hole is then opened out to the correct size with increasing sized drills. If the correct size of drill is unavailable, then the hole can be filed to size, care being taken to keep it round.

The board is now positioned and fitted in the bottom of the box, the bottom being half with the fixing holes going right the way through. The key switch fits between the fixing mount (bottom right of the box) and the activate switch. The front of the box is then marked out; masking tape can be stuck over the front so as not to damage the plastic while marking, drilling and filing. The key switch recommended requires a square hole. This should be marked out on the front of the panel and a series of small holes drilled inside the marked hole. These are filed to the shape of a square. The switch should be a good tight fit and care should be taken when drilling and filing as there’s not a lot of plastic left around the sides of the hole. The front should also be drilled to accommodate the foot switch jack if this option is required. This is done as per the diagram and the jack used should be checked to see that it doesn’t foul the activate switch once fitted. A hole is drilled in roughly the position shown, although its exact position is not critical.

Any printing, such as ‘On’ or ‘Footswitch’, should be done before the key switch or jack socket are fitted. Any dry print system will do and sheets of letters are available in all big stationery shops. A spray of varnish on the top should prevent the lettering from peeling off in use, but make sure the varnish is completely dry before fitting the switch and jack socket. Check the switch orientation conforms with the lettering. The key switch anchor ring must be pressed fully home to ensure that the metal indent locate into the indents on both sides of the switch.

The front panel can then be slotted into place and the key switch can be connected. Check that the correct pins are used. The siren PCB is then connected, care being taken to connect it the right way round. The wrist strap jack socket can then be fitted as per the diagram and a hole drilled in the bottom half of the box to suit. Its wires can then be connected either way round (it is not polarity conscious). They are connected in such a way as to make contact with each other when the jack plug is not inserted.

The piezo element is disconnected from its PCB, care being taken to note the positions of the two connections. The top of the box is drilled to accept the piezo element housing. When fitted, it is pushed through the hole drilled in the top of the box and bolted down. The position of the piezo element is quite critical because it must clear the battery and activate switch (dimensions are given in the diagram). The hole is 33mm in diameter and can be marked out on masking tape on top of the box. Small holes are drilled inside the 33mm ring and filled out to size. After a trial fitting, the piezo element is squared up, mounted neatly and the small bolt holes drilled using the front of the housing as a template. This can then be bolted down using instrument headed 3mm bolts for neatness. The jack plug is inserted into the wristband jack socket and the activate switch checked to see that it is not jammed in. A general check of the circuit should be made before the battery is connected. The key should be inserted into the key switch and turned off. Connect the battery and turn the key switch on. Be prepared for an almighty din when the activate
SHAREWARE is the "TRY-BEFORE-YOU-BUY" APPROACH TO SOFTWARE

You pay a nominal charge for program distribution to cover disk, copying, carriage, etc., only if you find a package useful, are you then required to pay a REGISTRATION FEE (to the software author), which allows you to continue using it. THIS CAN WORK OUT CONSIDERABLY LESS EXPENSIVE THAN BUYING SIMILAR SOFTWARE IN THE CONVENTIONAL WAY.

ENGINEERING - GRAPHS - BUSINESS - PC-TUTORIALS - CALCULATIONS - SCIENCE - EDUCATION

Electronics CAD/CAM
- Now simple & AFFORDABLE! CAD/CAM - PCB DESIGN - CIRCUIT SIMULATION & TEST - PC-ENGINEERING - RADIO - CAM - AM/ FM

Choosing from the many 1000's of excellent Shareware & Public Domain programs on offer can be a daunting task for anyone outside the "initiated" fraternity of computer programmers, building board users, etc. To simplify evaluation we have grouped together sets of distribution disks according to function, eg. Electronics Design & Simulation, Wordprocessing, Printing Utilities, etc. In this way we are able to keep costs down, allowing us to offer HIGH QUALITY DISKS AT THE LOWEST DISTRIBUTION PRICES AROUND.

Ask for our free IBM-PC Shareware/PD guide TODAY - AND SAVE ££££££££

Profile Electronics (ETI) "Your APPROACHABLE salesperson"
100-102 Woodhouse Road, Loughton, London, E11 9NA. Telephone: 011-470 2038

MAIL ELECTRONICS KITS, SPEAKERS, COMPONENTS.
TEL/FAX 0202 426670

KITS
ELECTRONIC DOOR BUZZER very loud (excludes speaker)
ENTRY/EXIT LATCHING BURGLAR ALARM 12vdc alarm time 30sec's
9 VOLT DC FM MICRO TRANSMITTER variable tuned, long range
DARKLIGHT ACTIVATED RELAY SWITCH on or off with darkness
LED 3.5mm jack socket-must have normally closed contacts when plug is out (Electrical cat no. 476-328 or Maplin FK02C)
Wristband jack plug (remove contacts inside. No connection to pins)

PARTS LIST RESISTORS R1 4k7 R2 1k SEMICONDUCTORS TH1 C0601

MISCELLANEOUS Siren Micro siren 12v 150mA (Maplin or Greenweld source)
Box Dimensions 146 x 95 x 28.5mm recommended
Key Switch one pole on/off, key must be removable in on and off positions Switch used was Electronical cat no. 332-515 or 332-521
Activate switch 2pole, 2way wave change switch. This is a latching switch with the pin removed

Knob Wristsband 3.5mm jack socket must have normally closed contacts when plug is out (Electrical cat no. 476-328 or Maplin FK02C)
Wristband jack plug (remove contacts inside. No connection to pins)

Optional Foot switch (one that can be re wired is Maplin KWO2C), the lead is short and has the wrong plug but can be easily re wired.

Nuts, bolts, washers
PP3 battery and connector

Wrist strap (an old pocket camera strap)

MATERIALS

8-bit A to D
For PCs & 100% Compatible
- Plugs into printer port
- Up to 25 KHz sampling
- 0 to 5V input range
- Software drivers in C and BASIC
- Voltmeter/Oscilloscope software including source code
- 3.5" or 5.25" disk (Please specify)
- Price includes Post & Packing

MAIL ORDER TO C.P. Technology Cheques & Postal Orders only please Blandford, DORSET DT11 7EB

£29.95

POPULAR COMPONENTS AT SURPLUS PRICES.

3N2355 0.45 2N3819/09 0.25 2N2222 0.15 2N5401 0.12
3N2370 0.08 2SC2060 0.25 BC107 0.10 BC108 0.09
BC1212 0.07 BC184 0.07 BC237 0.07 BC337 0.08
BC4487 0.07 BC236 0.18 BF177 0.20 BF299 0.20
BSW46 0.15 BUS12A 1.00 TIP31 0.20 TIP308 0.20
TIP145 0.25 TIP135 0.60 TIP242 0.35 TIP250 0.50
TIP111 0.25 TIP112 0.25 TIP136 0.65 TIP140 0.80
7805 0.20 7915 0.25 79L05 0.22 79L15 0.25
LM2397 0.35 LM317 0.12 LM309T 0.50 LM309K 1.00
555 0.15 741 0.15 LM273 0.30 LM386 0.35
LM351 0.30 LM353 0.20 LM373 0.40 MCX1485 0.30
LM358 0.30 LM314 0.45 LM315 0.85 ULN2003 0.30
ULN2004 0.30 TLD62 0.35 TLD64 0.35 TLD64 0.38
TLD64 0.40 NE5532 0.65 NE5533 0.45 NE5534 0.70
NE5539 0.45 RCA2055 0.60 TBA20M 0.30 TBA211 0.36
1MHz xtal 0.10 100MHz OSC 0.40 48MHz OSC 0.10 4116 0.40
4164-15 0.85 41561-16 1.20 THIS IS JUST A SMALL RANGE OF COMPONENTS THAT WE STOCK, PLEASE GIVE US A CALL FOR YOUR REQUIRED PART.

UK Customers only. Please send cheques PO's or reg. cash. Please add £9p for P+P (all speakers are extra to P+P). All above items are inc. of £ V.A.T. Please make cheques PAYABLE TO "MAIL ELECTRONICS", UNIT 6, FORBES COURT, BILLINGTON ROAD, BURNLEY, LANCASHIRE, BB11 SUB TEL/FAX 0202 426670 or evening 061 797 3515 NOTTE: ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO AVA AND CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
HOW IT WORKS

The sound is generated by a number of interacting free running oscillators. IC1a generates the basic tone of the spooker. Q1, R1 and C1 prevent the circuit from operating if the light is above a certain level. When the lights go out, Q1 releases its hold and C1 will charge via R1. When the threshold of the CMOS gate is reached and IC1a begins to oscillate, IC1b inverts the drive from the primary oscillator to ensure Q2 is off when the lights are on and hence there is a low quiescent current.

IC1d is a second oscillator with a frequency of oscillation of a few Hz and causes the frequency of IC1a to be modulated with a wabble tone. R2 injects a voltage to the junction of R3 and C2 and causes a rapid change. The frequency of all the oscillators is a function of the supply voltage to the IC, which is controlled and defined by Q3, R8 and R9. IC1c is a low frequency oscillator with a frequency of 1Hz. The output from this oscillator is used, via R6, to control the voltage at the base of Q3 and hence the supply to the IC. Each oscillation of IC1d will cause a change in pitch of the oscillators, while C5 ensures a slow change of the voltage and hence a gradual change in pitch.

Construction

The circuit is based upon a single CMOS IC and a handful of discrete components. To achieve the simplicity a number of novel techniques had to be used. No adjustment is necessary and layout is not critical. A PCB layout is illustrated but the circuit can easily be built on Vero-board.

If the unit is built into a box then the photo-transistor must be arranged to see the light of the room. The sound is generated by a small 100R speaker.

Power is provided by a 9 volt battery and the quiescent current is only 0.5mA, hence a long spooky life.

Alan Jones provides a sound scarer for the party.

when the light is turned back on again. The original circuit was sensitive enough to respond to the light of a candle - all in all a very frightening experience!

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS  SEMICONDUCTORS
R1 1M  IC1 4093
R2 1M  Q1 BP103B
R3 33k  Q2,3 BC107
R4 10k
R5 1M
R6,8,9 10k
R7 470k

CAPACITORS
C1,4,5 10u16V tan
C2,3 100n

Speaker 100 ohm 100 mW
18th Sandown Park
Model Exhibition & Display

Calling all model enthusiasts and families –
Enjoy a day out at Sandown Park.

Watch * Continuous Flying Displays * Novelties on the Boat Pool
* Model Car Racing * Railway Display

Admission:
- Adults £5 Senior Citizens £3.50 Children £2
- Family Tickets £12 (2 Adults & up to 4 children)
- Advance & Group tickets available on request: Adults £4.50
  Senior Citizens £3.00 Children £2

WANDER ROUND THE
NUMEROUS TRADE STANDS
YOU WILL FIND EVERYTHING AT SANDOWN

Radio control equipment • Aircraft • Car and marine engines • Helicopters • IC and electric cars • Boats and yachts • Railway layouts and engineering products.

Please look out for new parking arrangements, traffic control and directional signs.
## List of Test Equipment Available

### Oscilloscopes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price (in £)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard</td>
<td>1174A</td>
<td>100 MHz Dual Trace Analog Storage Scope</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>1174B</td>
<td>100 MHz Dual Trace Analog Storage Scope</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>150 MHz 4 Channel Mod w/ 1826A 4-channel</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>3211</td>
<td>15 MHz Dual Trace</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>3213</td>
<td>15 MHz Dual Trace</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>3240</td>
<td>50 MHz Dual Trace</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>3261</td>
<td>100 MHz Dual Trace</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gould</td>
<td>6960</td>
<td>100 MHz Digital Storage Scope Dual Trace</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix</td>
<td>7513-1</td>
<td>100 MHz Analog Channel Analyzer</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other Equipment

- **PM 8286** Sine Line Pen Recorders: £275
- **RCA** Voltmeters: £150
- **Philips** Pulse Generators: £499
- **Marconi** Electronic Voltmeter: £200
- **Tektronix** Model 350: £150
- **Gould** Miniwave to Modulate Input Transistor: £250
- **Marconi** Miniwave: £150
- **Polytechnic** Phase Meter: £60
- **Philips** 2801.5 MHz £120
- **Philips** 2402.5 MHz £120
- **SMP 2402** Universal Oscilloscope: £250
- **Fischerscope Beta 2060** (Nondestructive coating thickness measurements instruments - based on the Beta Backscatter principle) £200
- **SMP 2402** Universal Oscilloscope: £250
- **Philips** 2801.5 MHz £120
- **Philips** 2402.5 MHz £120
- **SMP 2402** Universal Oscilloscope: £250

### Test Equipment Costs

- **AVO** Voltmeters: £250
- **Philips** Microwave Amplifiers: £300
- **Philips** 2801.5 MHz £120
- **Philips** 2402.5 MHz £120
- **SMP 2402** Universal Oscilloscope: £250
- **Fischerscope Beta 2060** (Nondestructive coating thickness measurements instruments - based on the Beta Backscatter principle) £200
- **SMP 2402** Universal Oscilloscope: £250
- **Philips** 2801.5 MHz £120
- **Philips** 2402.5 MHz £120
- **SMP 2402** Universal Oscilloscope: £250

---

### All Equipment is Used, with 30 Days Guarantee

*Please check availability before ordering. CARRIAGE CAN BE ARRANGED - VAT TO BE ADDED TO TOTAL PRICE OF ALL GOODS AND CARRIAGE.*

---

**KEITH MORRIS**  
Tel: 0203 650702  
Fax: 0203 650773  
8 CAVANS WAY, BIRLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, COVENTRY CV3 2SF, ENGLAND  
TELEPHONE (0203) 650702. FAX (0203) 650773
80C552 Expandable Single Board Processor
- 80C552 at 14.7456Mhz
- 128k EPROM
- 128k Battery Backed RAM
- Ideal for use with Compilers
- RS232 Serial Port
- DIN41612 for Bus & I/O
- 10 Bit 8 channel A/D Converter
- User Selectable Reference
- 2 x 16 bit timers
- 4 Capture, 3 Compare Registers
- 2 x 8 bit PWMs
- 1C Serial Port
- Watchdog timer
- 2 Relays
- Small size - 80 x 100mm
- Quality Multilayer PCB
- Hardware & Software Options

Comprehensive Data available on Request.
Tel: 0379 640450 Fax: 0379 650482

THE DEFINITIVE 'OFF-AIR' FREQUENCY STANDARD

- Provides 10MHz 50ppm & Meter
- Use for calibrating equipment that relies on quartz crystal TCXO's & VCO's over crystal
- Phase stable to DROCHIC (true random bounded & traceable to MPL)
- For radio use phase noise is as good as PLL (true random bounded and traceable to SI - Frequency to MPL)
- British designed and British manufactured

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>PROF. Finished</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.75</td>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.74</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>45.50</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.80</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.95</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>59.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.75</td>
<td>69.00</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.00</td>
<td>89.00</td>
<td>125.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>34.89</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>32.49</td>
<td>44.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HALCYON ELECTRONICS**
423, KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON CHASE, LONDON SW20 8JR
SHOP HOURS 9.30-5.30 MON-SAT. Tel 081-542 6383.

**172 Caledonian Road**
**London N1 0SG**
**Bridge Audio**
**071-837 4423**

**ETJUNE1993**
Blank
Moving Coil Meters

Ray Marston continues his in-depth look at modern electronic analogue V, I, and R meter circuitry.

Circuit Variations

Figure 27 shows how the input impedance of the basic circuit can be raised to about 200 Megohms by using R1 and R2 as input-grounding resistors and bootstrapping their junction via C2, so that identical signal voltages appear at each end of R1, which thus passes near-zero signal current and appears as a near-infinite impedance.

Figure 28 shows how the input impedance of the basic circuit modified to drive an FSD sensitivity of 100mV by subjecting the inverting terminal’s AC feedback signal to 30dB of attenuation via the R4-C2-R3 ‘divider’ network, so that the op-amp acts as a ‘x10’ amplifier feeding a linearised 1 volt meter. The meter’s basic 1 volt sensitivity is set via Rm, but this is shunted by the impedance of the R4-C2-R3 feedback network and is thus given an actual value of 1k0, to set its shunted impedance close to the ideal ‘900 ohm’ value (a variable resistor can be used to precisely set the FSD sensitivity, if preferred). Note in the diagram that input resistor R1 is bootstrapped via R3, thus giving the circuit a 100 Megohm input impedance.

Figure 29 shows the above circuit modified for use with a 100μA moving-coil meter, which needs an Rm value of 9k0 to give an FSD sensitivity of 1V. In this case Rm serves a dual purpose and forms part of the Rm-C2-A3 feedback network that sets the op-amp’s closed-loop gain at x10, to give 100mV overall FSD sensitivity - R is again bootstrapped, to give a 100 Megohm input impedance.

Three design points are worth noting about these circuits. The first concerns the ‘frequency’ performance of the Figure 28 and 29 ‘100mV’ designs and is that when used with Schottky diodes and a 3140 op-amp they maintain 1% linearity down to 10% of FSD up to 70kHz, and down to 25% of FSD to well above 100kHz. The second point concerns C2 in these two circuits - this component affects low-frequency response, which starts to fall off when the C2 impedance
of some well known types of op-amp based AC DC converter circuit. All of these designs are shown using a 741 op-amp and 1N4148 silicon diodes, but for the very best high-frequency and linearity performance a high-frequency op-amp and Schottky diodes should be used.

Figure 33 shows a simple precision half-wave rectifier circuit, based on a unity-gain voltage follower and having a high input impedance; the circuit gives a positively-rectified output. but can be made to give a negatively-rectified one by reversing D1. The circuit can be used to accept direct-coupled or AC-coupled input signals by using the connections shown in (a) or (b) respectively.

Figure 34 shows how the basic circuit can be modified to act as a peak-voltage detector with a buffered output. Figure 35 shows an alternative version of the precision half-wave rectifier, which gives improved linearity and frequency response, but at the expense of a reduced input impedance (equal to R1). In this case the op-amp is wired as an inverting

becomes significant relative to R3. C2 thus needs a large value and, since it operates with zero bias, can be an electrolytic type of capacitor.

The final design point concern all three circuits and is that each of them operates with such heavy DC negative feedback between the output and the inverting input terminal that a 'Set Zero' balance control is not needed (on the LF355, such a control takes the form of a 25k pot wired between pins 1 and 5, with the pot slider taken to the positive supply rail).

### Multi-range AC Meters

The bootstrapped 100mV AC voltmeter circuits of Figures 28 or 29 can easily be converted into a multi-range voltage or current meter. Figure 30 shows a basic circuit that gives conversion into a five-range AC voltmeter. Input signals are fed to the multi-decade attenuator via DC-blocking capacitor C1, and the attenuator is frequency compensated by C2, C3, and C4. Range switch SW1 feeds the attenuator output to the AC-coupled input of the 100mV AC voltmeter.

Figure 31 shows a switched shunt circuit that gives conversion into a five-range AC current meter. In this case it is not feasible to block DC currents from the shunts, but DC components are automatically blocked from the meter circuit's input via its AC-coupler, so the meter reads AC currents only.

### AC/DC Converter Circuits

All the 'AC voltmeter' circuits shown so far use their electronic circuitry to drive the meter via a direct AC input. Figure 32 shows an alternative type of metering system, in which the AC input is fed directly to a precision AC/DC converter which then drives a high quality DC voltmeter, thus giving an accurate but indirect reading of the AC input voltage. This system has considerable merit, since it enables DC circuitry to handle tasks such as meter overload protection and interdecade ranging, etc., and leaves the ac circuitry to take care of the relatively simple problem of AC/DC conversion. This basic system is used in all modern digital multimeter circuits. Figures 33 to 38 show examples
amplifier. When the input signal goes positive, the op-amp output tries to go negative, but is effectively prevented from doing so by D2, when the input goes negative the op-amp output does positive and forward biases R1, which then sets the circuit's voltage gain at unity via R1-R2. The circuit's output thus consists of positive half-cycles only. Figure 36 shows how this circuit can be used as a true AC/DC voltage converter by increasing the value of R2 to 22kΩ, giving form-factor correction and by using C1 (in conjunction with R2) to integrate the output waveform and convert it to DC. Note that this circuit has a high output impedance and must be buffered if fed to a low-impedance load.

Figure 37 shows how a negative-output version of the Figure 35 circuit can be combined with an inverting adder to make a precision full-wave rectifier. Here, IC2 inverts and gives x2 gain (via R3-R5) to the half-wave rectified signal of IC1 and inverts and gives unity gain (via R4-R5) to the original input signal (Ein). Thus, when a negative input applied the output of IC1 is zero, so IC2s output equals +Ein. When positive inputs are applied, IC1 gives a negative output, so IC2 generates an output of -2Ein via IC1 and -Ein via the original input signal, thus giving an actual output of -Ein.

The final output is thus a full-wave rectified, unity-gain, version of the input signal. Figure 38 shows how this circuit can be used as a precision AC/DC voltage converter by giving R5 a value of 1kΩ to give form-factor correction and by using C1-R5 to give waveform integration. Note that this circuit has a low output impedance.

**Special AC/DC Converters**

The precision rectifier and converter circuits of Figures 35 to 38 offer good linearity but have relatively low values of input impedance. In recent years, mainly as a result of developments in the digital multimeter field (see chapter 7), a demand has grown for a really good and inexpensive AC/DC voltage converter with excellent linearity and a very high input impedance. This demand has largely been met by the 'standard' circuit of Figure 39.

In this design, the op-amp is used as a non-inverting amplifier with DC biasing applied by R1 and R2, with D1-D2-R3-R4 and R5-RV1 acting as a "ghosted" half-wave rectifier that is AC to the circuit's negative feedback path. The op-amp's basic action is such that pin-2's AC signal intrinsically "follows" the input voltage (e) of pin-3, and (since R5-RV1 are AC-coupled between pin-2 and ground) this causes a current (1) of e(R5+RV1) to flow in R5-RV1.
This current is derived from the op-amp’s output and flows via D1-R4 on positive half-cycles and via D2-R3 on negative ones and generates near-perfect half-wave rectified-positive waveforms across R4, and near-perfect negative ones across R3. The output signal generated between the ground is thus a near-perfect positively rectified half wave superimposed on a duplicate of the AC input signal. When this signal is integrated via R6-C4, the AC element is eliminated and the rectified portion of the signal is converted into DC; RV1 enables the R4 to R5-RV1 ratio to be set to give perfect sinewave form-factor correction, enabling the circuit to give precision AC/DC voltage conversion.

All The Range
The circuit in Figure 39 has a useful AC/DC conversion range with excellent linearity) from above 1 volt to less than 10mV. Precision falls off at low values of input and the output is typically 1mV down with a 10mV input, i.e. linearity is typically 1% of a 100mV FSD value, or 0.1% of a 1 volt FSD value. The circuit’s input impedance is slightly less than the R1 value of 10 Megohms.

Figure 40 shows a high-performance version of the AC/DC converter. Its input impedance is raised to about 100 Megohms by bootstrapping R1 via R7-RV1 and the op-amp is given input overload protection via R2. The circuit’s linearity is enhanced by trebling the forward operating currents of D1 and D2 (to peak...
values of about 100nA at 100mV, giving improved forward/reverse current ratios, and by AC-decoupling the R3-R4 DC-biasing network so that it does not significantly shunt the D1-D2-R5-R6 feedback network.

These simple measures improve linearity by some 300%, to give DC errors of only 0.3mV at 10mV input, and a linearity factor of 0.3% of a 100mV FSD input value. D1 and D2 should be BAT85 Schottky diodes, in which case (when using an LF355 op-amp) the circuit maintains its linearity to within 1% of a 500mV FSD value to above 150kHz, or to within 1% of a 100mV FSD value to about 40kHz. Figure 41 shows, in basic form, how an AC/DC converter of the above type can be used in conjunction with a compensated input attenuator (see Figure 30) and a simple DC voltmeter (see Figure 7 in March) to make a precision 30-range AC/DC voltmeter, in a practical instrument the converter should be disabled by breaking its supply connections when not in use.
Audio valves with famous Brand Names of yesteryear such as MULLARD, MOV, GEC, RCA etc., are in very limited supply and their scarcity also makes them very expensive.

We at Chelmer Valve Company however provide high quality alternatives to these old makes. We have over 30 years experience in the supply of electronic valves of all types and during this time have established close ties with factories and sources worldwide.

For high fidelity use we further process valves from these sources using our specially developed facilities. After rigorous testing – including noise, hum, microphony, post burn-in selection and matching as needed – we offer this product as CVC PREMIUM valves.

A selection of the more popular types is listed here.

### Price list & Order Form for CVC PREMIUM Audio Valves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRE-AMP VALVES</th>
<th>UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
<th>CARRIED FORWARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECC81/12AT7</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC82/12AU7</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC83/12AX7</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC84</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC88</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF86</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E81CC (GOLD PIN)</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E81CC</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E81CC</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E88CC</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E80F</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E80F</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E817GT</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6SN7GT</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER VALVES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3 (4 PIN)</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3 (OCTAL)</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300B</td>
<td>50.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811A</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>845</td>
<td>29.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL34/5CA7</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL84/6BQ5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E84L/7189A</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT66</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT88</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KT88 (GOLD Q)</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6L6GC</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6L8GC/5881</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6V6GT</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6146B</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6336A</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550A</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7581A</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL CARRIED FORWARD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECTIFIERS</th>
<th>UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GZ33</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZ34/5AR4</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU4G</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY3GT</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Z4GT</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOCKETS</th>
<th>UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B9A (PCB)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9A (CHASSIS)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTAL (CHASSIS)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PIN (UX4)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATCHING CHARGES*</th>
<th>UNIT PRICE</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POST &amp; PACKING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTAL EXC. VAT          |            |      |             |
| VAT @ 17.5%             |            |      |             |

| TOTAL TO PAY            |            |      |             |
| £                       |            |      |             |

* MATCHING, if required; state valve types & if PAIRS, QUADS or OCTETS – Allow £1.00 per valve for this service.

Make CHEQUES payable to 'CHELMER VALVE COMPANY' or pay by ACCESS/MASTERCARD/VISA, give details:

Signature Expiry Name Address Post Code

Valve amplifiers sound better still with CVC PREMIUM valves!

Chelmer Valve Company
for Audio Valves

130 New London Road. Chelmsford. Essex CM2 0RG, England. Telephone: (0245) 355296/265865 Fax: (0245) 490064
The cost of high power commercial units is naturally high, whereas the circuits I have designed are both simple and inexpensive, so this little offering may help. It would be ideal for robots using normal R/C servos etc. I have used this controller in a small boat and it was a joy to use, and the speed controller has also driven my model of an articulated Volvo F12 truck, with a large 12V motor driving a gearbox and twin differential axles, for over a year with no problems of any kind. The model pulls away smoothly at low speed and copes with very slow reversing (it’s difficult to back up with a juggernaut) and this is where the controller works the hardest. I have to admit that this particular truck has a very good five pole motor, which helps with the smoothness at low speed. A cheap three pole unit wouldn’t be half as good. The model is about 1 metre long, is of metal construction and it’s very heavy. I initially built about three different printed circuit boards for this unit, all using the same circuit, in different layouts. The one presented here is the better layout and as you can see, it is not too big for small cars, boats, tanks or robots.

**The Circuit**

The unit was designed for the standard 1-2ms positive pulse width, 20ms frame speed, in keeping with the other projects I have designed. It can be built for 6 or 12V operation with only a change of relay.

The controller had to be small and electrically efficient in order to fit in small models, so it should not waste power through costly voltage drops with all its attendant heat problems. The batteries in small models don’t leave you with any power to waste. With this in mind, a relay was used for...
the reverse function as this wastes little power in one direction and no power in the other. Next, the output device must have a low saturation voltage drop (a 1V drop at, say, 5A will waste 5W of power), which led me to look at Power Field Effect Transistors (PowerFets). They are now available with very low saturation voltage drops at high currents and at reasonable prices. The PowerFet I have used has a resistance of only 0.03R when fully switched on, which will result in a 0.75W loss at 5A. With this device, no heat sink would be required as long as the current requirement was kept below 5A.

So there I had it, a small 5A controller output stage. A smaller PowerFet was used to drive the relay and a further one to OR and invert the outputs of the servo driver chip. TheZN409 IC is the perfect device to use for this application as it has a reverse/forward drive output. All that was now required was a few more components to make the unit adjustable for a variety of uses.

The presets adjust the stop motor, at stick centre (RV2) and the slope of speed increase, gentle to sharp. (RV1). Diodes D1 and D2 form an OR gate which FET2 inverts to supply the correct drive for FET3. FET1 drives the relay, diode D3 protects the FET from the back EMF (voltage) of the relay coil. The only other component of note is C5 which gives the dead band at the centre of the control so that a tiny movement of the drive pulse width will not cause the motor to drive either way but stay at rest. This ensures that very small drifts of transmitter encoder, due to temperature coefficients, low battery etc., have little effect on the control of the model.

The next thing on the agenda was construction and of course a PCB was the obvious way to do it. It can also be constructed by any other method you wish, but a PCB is the most compact form. The only disadvantage with this simple design is that the motor will run at full speed if the Radio Control receiver supply is switched off. The reason is that the drive for the output FET (FET3), is via R8 and R9 from the drive supply. When FET 2 is not conducting, for instance when the Receiver battery is switched off, FET 3 is biased full on. This is not as great a problem as one may think as the controller is low power (5A) and a small switch can be fitted to the power lead or a double pole switch may be used to switch off the power and radio batteries - the choice is yours. I found it to be very useful on one occasion, when a receiver battery failed and the boat in which the controller was fitted ran to the edge of the lake, instead of being stranded in the middle.

The output at pin 4 of the IC together with FET1 and the relay give the reverse function, effectively reversing the connections to the motor while in the stop condition. Because of this, the relay will never switch while on load, which should ensure long life for the contacts. The relay is the only item that is different on the 6 and 12V versions.

The result is a small forward and reverse speed controller capable of driving motors with stall currents of around 5A. The total number of components is low and they are widely stocked and well advertised in the Electronics press.

**Construction**

The PowerFETs are static sensitive and care should be taken when handling them. Observe the recommended precautions with these devices.

It's not a difficult board to build but the components may be a little closer than you are used to. The experienced will find it very easy. As the IC is in the middle of the board and will be difficult to fit at a later stage, it should be fitted first, making sure that the notch is at the correct end as per the layout diagram. Next, fit the presets, which are both the same value. The capacitors should then be fitted, taking careful note of the polarity of C1, C2 and C6. Diodes can then be fitted and reference to Figure 2 will ensure that these are fitted correctly. Keep the printed circuit tidy - by that I mean leads cleanly soldered and cropped close to the board.

The resistors can now be fitted, the only thing to note being that they are bent as per Figure 2 and that none of the exposed upright leads are allowed to short out with any other. You will find R9 needs an extra bend to go around D4, but a bit of insulation sleeve from a scrap of wire can be used to insulate the wire lead to avoid shorting out to the legs on the power diode D4. The PowerFets should now be fitted, along with D4, remembering not to touch the leads - after all we want our speed control to die of old age, not an early life failure.

A point to mention is that two of the three pads of the diode D4 appear to be shorted together on the PCB. This is not a mistake as I used the extra copper area of the middle pad to give more conducting surface. The Diode, of course, only has the normal two leads. You will no doubt have noticed a couple of extra holes which are marked on the layout as 'X' and 'Y'. These are outputs for future applications and are not required at this time. Finally, the relay. Do not be mean with the solder as these joints will be carrying quite a bit of current. They say its good to have the right connections, so
let's make sure we get them right. With reference to Figure 3, the motor and power leads are the first ones to connect. These will have to be a heavier gauge than the normal hook up wire and something like 6A wire should be used. They should have the insulation removed at the PCB end only, at this stage. When all four wires are fitted, the positive drive battery lead should have a switch fitted, at a position along its length that is convenient to you. Make sure that the power switch is off at this point in the proceedings (so that the motor will not run when connected to the battery).

The three square boxes shown on the left of Figure 2 and on Figure 3 are where the unit is fed from the radio control receiver and a lead will have to be purchased from your local Radio Control supplier for whatever radio outfit you use. Just ask for a replacement servo lead. Take care when fitting the input lead as it is not in the same configuration as the previous project. The input lead is fitted red to positive, black to negative and the third lead (probably white) goes to the square marked IN, for Input. This completes the main construction, but the motor and battery wires have got to be terminated. Now it's time to clear the decks for testing.

Testing

I will presume that you have sensibly checked the solder side of the board to check for no solder bridges and dry joints. If you haven't got round to it yet, now is your last chance!

The first thing is to adjust both RV1 and RV2 to centre. Get out the radio outfit and connect the input lead to the receiver. Connect the drive battery next, as this will provide the drive to the relay. Make sure that you have the battery and relay in agreement about your chosen voltage. The battery lead will have a switch fitted at this point, so switch it on.

Switch on the transmitter, then the receiver and, with the selected channel at centre stick position, adjust RV2 until the relay clicks - any final trimming can be done when the unit is complete. Switch off the transmitter, receiver and power switch before proceeding. The motor should now be connected and the Radio gear and power switched on again. Now, movement up and down of the stick on your selected channel should give forward and reverse. With the stick at centre and the stick trimmer at centre, make the final adjustment to RV2 to set it at the stop position. The previous adjustment will make sure that you are close to the point.

As I have said before, RV1 will adjust the sharpness of the speed increase so this will have to be left to your own taste - a Scale model has very different requirements to a performance model. Presets RV1 and RV2 can now be sealed with a small blob of paint or nail varnish.

That is all there is to testing and calibration. If things have gone as they should, you now have a cost effective speed controller which can be fitted in a suitable plastic box or, if like me, you prefer to enclose it in heat shrink tubing, you will need to obtain some with an open diameter to clear the relay and PCB.

The disadvantage of heatshrink tube on this unit is that it can move components as it shrinks and a preset is difficult to adjust at a later date. The first problem is helped if you can obtain clear shrink, which will also make it easy to cut around the presets, thus solving the second problem. You will no
doubt have noticed that four mounting holes have also been provided, just in case you want to screw it to a panel or into an oversize box.

Conclusion
A couple of points are worth mentioning. The first is that electrically noisy motors can play havoc with R-C equipment. Always use the best motor that you can afford, one that has more than three poles if possible. Note the stall current of the motor, as this is what the controller will have to handle and take 5A as the maximum. (This leaves a margin of error already taken into account). A good general practice is to fit a couple of 10n ceramic capacitors at each brush connection to the case of the motor and a 10n ceramic across the two brushes. In very bad cases a couple of 5A RF Chokes in the feed leads may be required. Bear in mind that the chokes will carry the motor current. If neither of these measures work, you probably need a new, or better quality motor. I have found that very cheap or worn out motors and radio control do not mix, so bear it in mind.

The additional components that may be required for the suppression of electrically noisy motors are listed in the parts list and Figure 4 illustrates their fitting.

The second point is to watch out for trouble if you have metal to metal contacts as these can be, as it were, seen by the receiver aerial, presumably as an aerial reflector with a bad connection. Rotating bearings don't normally give problems but keep them greased to prolong their life anyway.

That's just about it and I hope that you get as much pleasure and satisfaction out of your unit as I have from mine.

| PARTS LIST |
| RESISTORS (all 5% 1/4Watt) |
| R1,2,7,8,9 1k |
| R3 4k7 |
| R4 100k |
| R5,6 10k |
| RV1,2 220k Mn enclosed verta |

| CAPACITORS |
| C1 2.2µF/10v tan |
| C2 10µF/10v tan |
| C3,4 100n ceramic 0.11 pitch |
| C5 33n ceramic 0.11 pitch |
| C6 1x10v tan |

| SEMICONDUCTORS |
| IC1 ZN406CE or ZN419CE IC |
| FET1,2 VN10LM powerFET |
| FET3 BUZ11 power FET |
| D1,2,3 1N4148 |
| D4 BYW93-150 Part No. UK53T (See Buylines) |

| MISCELLANEOUS |
| RLY1 6V or 12V DA DPCO Relay (See Buylines) |
| 6V DPDT Part No. FJ42V (Use for 5-9V) |
| 12V DPDT Part Nr FIJ43W (Use for 9-15V) |
| Wire 6A Wire (for motor and battery leads) |
| Switch 5A DPDT sub-min Part No. FH4DE (See Buylines) |

For electrically noisy motors (see Figure 4)
0.01uF low voltage Ceramic Disc Capacitors 2 off
0.1uF low voltage Ceramic Disc Capacitors 1 off
5 Amp RF Axial Chokes 2 off

| LEDS 3mm or 5mm red or green 6p each, yellow |
| 1p each, High intensity red, green or yellow |
| 5mm 2p each, 3.98$ per 100, 14.80 per 1000 |
| Brightening motor 4 phase 12V 7.5 amp |
| 50 pF each. 8.95 |
| BAA5097 steering motor driver 2.95 |
| FM Transmitter kit, good quality sound |
| 8.90 |
| HARNESS 3 6P 3 pin female/pin |
| 15.00 |
| Dimensions 195.8 x 75.9 x 25.4mm |
| 3 pin female/pin 2.44 |
| 1000 35.9 x 12.7 x 12.7 inches |
| 12 1/2 x 12 x 1/8 inches |

| Buylines |
| The diode (D4) relay and switch are all available from MAPLIN Electronics |
| A servo lead of the type used on your servos should be readily obtainable from any good Model shop that stocks Radio Control equipment |
| The PCBs for this project and last months trafficator board are available from the author, A Craig Tabot at: |
| Action, 140 Holme Court Ave, Biggleswade, Beds SG18 8BP |
| Prices are: Trafficator £1-52 |
| Speed Controller £1-96 |
| Postage & packing 50p |

---

OMNI ELECTRONICS

174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX • 031 667 2611

The supplier to use if you're looking for —

**A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS AIMED AT THE HOBBYIST**

**COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES**

**MAIL ORDER - generally by**

**RETURN OF POST**

**FRIENDLY SERVICE**

Open: Monday-Thursday 9.15-6.00
Friday 9.15-5.00
Saturday 9.30-5.00
Encoding a stereo signal in Middle and Side format can have mind (or rather ear) stretching results. For most, the term Stereophonic Sound makes us think of two channels, one left, the other right and we all know that a pair of loudspeakers are the minimum requirement to plug into our Hi-Fi tower if we wish to hear our latest CD compilation in it’s full glory. It is less well known that the stereo signal can be encoded in a form other than Left and Right, namely Middle and Side, or more commonly M and S. The most obvious example of this use is in stereo radio transmissions - a simple mono receiver sees only the Middle signal, while a more sophisticated stereo receiver also detects the Side information and decodes this to form the usual left and right outputs.

Fig.2 Electronic M & S Coding

The encoding process is surprisingly simple and may be performed at the recording stage, where one microphone is directed towards the sound source and the others are directed to the sides (Figure 1). This results in a firm mono signal with the option of adding stereo width later, as required. These features probably account for the recent increase in use of M and S techniques amongst location sound recordists, with the advent of stereo TV sound.

Alternatively, all standard L and R signals may be encoded at any stage, e.g. CD and tape outputs or mixer outputs and inserts (Figure 2). The equations that describe the transformation are:

\[
M = (L + R) \times 0.707 \\
L = \text{left} \\
S = (L - R) \times 0.707 \\
M = \text{middle} \\
S = \text{sides}
\]

The scaling factor of 0.707 serves only to reduce the outputs by 3dB and maintain unity gain.

Interestingly, the process of decoding M and S signals back to L and R is identical

\[
L = (M + S) \times 0.707 \\
R = (M - S) \times 0.707
\]

This means that the same circuit can be used for either encoding or decoding, a typical version being shown in Figure 3. The upper signal path is the sum and the lower being the difference, so an alternative name for this process is Sum and Difference. We now know how to change from one format to the other, but is it that useful?

Well, one advantage of M and S stereo over Left and Right occurs when a mono signal is to be formed after a less than perfect signal passage has been encountered by the stereo source. With Left and Right, mono is a straight addition of the two and any phase discrepancies will result in a less than satisfactory result, whereas with M and S, you simply use the M channel (phase funnies with the decoded L and R not being so noticeable).

A very popular use, as the title suggests, is the variation of stereo width. If we put a pot across the S input of the circuit then with no attenuation the output is will be standard width stereo. However, as the S signal is attenuated the stereo width decreases, until it is mono - all M and no S. This is quite handy, but it is even better, if instead of making S smaller we make it bigger (say a gain of two). We then get an increase in stereo width, wider than the speakers themselves (Figure 4). Unfortunately, extra wide stereo doesn’t mono very well, due to the exaggerated phase relationships.

This should now give you an idea of some of the tricks you can get up to with this system.

When cutting vinyl discs (large black things with music on them), it is important to keep the low frequencies towards the middle of the stereo picture and away from the sides. With L and R you can’t do this without affecting the whole stereo image, but with M and S, you can put the S signal...
**HOW IT WORKS**

Left and right input signals are added by R3 and R4 with a resulting attenuation of 0.5, IC1a supplies a gain of 1.414, resulting in an M output of (L + R) x 0.707. The difference amplifier IC1b subtracts the R input from the L input with a gain of 0.707, so forming the S output of (L - R) x 0.707.

The second half of the circuit is identical to the first except that the S input receives a gain of two from IC2 which may then be attenuated by P1 over a range of zero (mono), through x1 (standard width stereo) to x2 (extra-wide stereo).

The input and output caps provide ac decoupling and the feedback caps roll-off the high frequencies above 50kHz to aid stability.

Through a frequency splitter, similar to the action of a loudspeaker cross-over and feed the offending low frequencies into the M signal (Figure 5). This is the basis of an elliptical equaliser.

Similarly, if you need to reduce the dynamic range of the side information of a stereo recording without affecting the main central component, then put a compressor or limiter across the S channel (Figure 6) and hey presto.

**S..S..Sibilance**

A common problem with vocals is sibilance, where the 's' sounds of certain singers or speakers are aggravated by the recording process and become noticeably unpleasant. With a multitrack tape you can put the offending voice through a frequency selective limiter (or de-esser) and probably be OK, but if the voice in question is in the centre of stereo recording then the action of an overall de-esser across the whole image would usually be too detrimental to the remaining sounds. Again, the solution is to apply the correction only to the M signal, leaving the sides in their original state (Figure 7).

So, if you add the M and S jiggery pokery to the standard L and R jiggery pokery, it is really quite surprising what you can get up to. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show a practical circuit and PCB that provide both encoding and decoding with stereo width control from zero to x2. Assorted and various signal

**Figures 8.9 and 10 show a practical circuit and PCB that provide both encoding and decoding with stereo width control from zero to x2. Assorted and various signal**
JUST LOOK AT WHAT'S AVAILABLE FROM BONEX

**Balance Mixers**
- Batteries
- Button Cells, Ni-cads, Battery Holders, Battery Eliminators, Ni-cad, Chargers, Boxes
- ABS Plastic, Die-cast, Hand-Held Enclosures, Bridge Rectifiers

**Cables**
- Audio, BNC, Camcorder, Cassette/Calculator, Main, Computer, IBM PC/AT, Serial, Monitor Extension, Parallel, Patch/Video Leads, Scart Cables, Serial Printer, Video/Audio Dubbing Kit, Cable Ties

**Capacitors**
- Ceramic Discs
- Ceramic Feedthroughs, Chip, Electrolytics, Monolithic, Mylar, Poly capacitors, Polystyrenes, Polyesters, Tantalum Beads
- Film Dielectric Trimmers, Ceramic Trimmers, CMOS Devices
- Computer Accessories
- Adaptor SW to 25V, Data Switch Boxes, Gender Changers, RSC/SC - Patch Box, Null Modems, Plug in Testers, Surge Protectors, Surge Protector Plugs, Connectors
- Audio Adaptor/Plugs, Banana Connectors, Binding Posts BNCs, Centronics, D, D High Density, DC Power, DILIC, DINE, IDCs, Edge, F, Jack2.5mm,3.5mm,6.3mm, Mains, Microphones, Molex, N-Type, Phono, PL259, RF Adaptors, Scart, TNC, Terminal Strips, TY, XLR
- Crocodile Clips
- Crystals
- Oscillator Pumps
- Diode Diodes Plastic IN4000 / IN5400, Toko Varicap, Signal Diodes, Zener, BZy's and BZX's
- Drills
- Bits and Burrs, Boring Bits, Center Drills, Fin Chuck, Power Supplies, Screwdrivers, Sewing and Slitting Discs, Fans
- Feet, Rubber Ferrules Filters
- FM Ceramic, Mechanical IF's, Ceramic Resonators, Crystal, Helicats, NTC / PAL
- Pilot Tone, Quadrature Detector, Satellite TV, Video, Fuses
- Grommets
- Howse Kits Heat sinks
- Inductors Fixed Inductors Moulded Inductors Surface Mount Inductors Variable
- Infra-red Source Sensor
- Inlaying Tape
- Integrated Circuits
- CMOS
-EPROM, Linears, Memory, TTL
- Drills
- Bits and Burrs, Boring Bits, Center Drills, Fin Chuck, Power Supplies, Screwdrivers, Sewing and Slitting Discs, Fans
- Feet, Rubber Ferrules Filters
- FM Ceramic, Mechanical IF's, Ceramic Resonators, Crystal, Helicats, NTC / PAL
- Pilot Tone, Quadrature Detector, Satellite TV, Video, Fuses
- Grommets
- Howse Kits Heat sinks
- Inductors Fixed Inductors Moulded Inductors Surface Mount Inductors Variable
- Infra-red Source Sensor
- Inlaying Tape
- Integrated Circuits
- CMOS
- EPROM, Linears, Memory, TTL

**Kits and Modules**
- L.E.D.s, 3mm and 5mm
- Light Dep Resistors
- Loudspeakers
- Microphone Inserts
- Multipliers
- Neon Indicators
- Nuts and Bolts
- Opro Switches
- Oscilloscopists
- P.C.B.s
- Copper Clad, Etch Resistors, Photo Resist, Pins, Proto-type, Polishing Mops
- Potentiometers
- Control Pots, 16mm, 24mm, Pre-set, Horizontal/Vertical
- Trimmer Pots, Power Supplies
- Relays
- Resistors
- Carbon Film, Metal Oxide, Wirewound, Screening Cans
- Semiconductors Mount Kits
- Solder
- Boding Irons
- Switches
- DIL Key, Microswitches, Push, Rotary, Slide, Toggles

**Semiconductors**
- Test Leads
- Test Probes
- Tools
- Crimping, Cutters, Files, Insertion, Reamers, Screwdrivers, Strip Board, Trim tools, Torpedo Cores, Thyristors
- Transformers, Mains Transformers
- Audio Power, Darlingtone, F.E.T. GaAsFETs, Low Power RF, Microwave, MOSFETs, Power RF, Small Signal, VMOS, Traces
- TTL
- Video Modulators
- Voltage Regulators
- Wire
- Enamelled Copper, Tin Plated, Silver Plated, Zero Insert Force

**Parts List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESISTORS</th>
<th>CAPACITORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1,2,15</td>
<td>C1,2,6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3,4,5,5</td>
<td>C3,4,12,13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7,9,24,26,27</td>
<td>68k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8,10,25,27</td>
<td>2k7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11,28,18,19</td>
<td>39k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12,29</td>
<td>2k4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13,14,15,17</td>
<td>10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20,21,22,23</td>
<td>10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R30,31,32</td>
<td>10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR1</td>
<td>5k linear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Construction**

±5 to 10 volts at less than 10mA is all that is required to power the circuit, so battery operation is possible with a couple of PP3s. By keeping the sum and difference resistors to a 1% tolerance, no alignment is required, with the exception of PR1. To calibrate this to its electrical mid point and hence standard stereo decoding position, simply connect the M output to the M input and the S output to the S input so that the encoded signal is being immediately decoded back again. Send a signal to the left input and adjust P1 about its centre until a full signal is output on the left, with zero output on the right. Similarly an input on the right should appear only at the output on the right.

**Catalogue Available**

**SPECIAL OFFER**

**SBL-1 BALANCE MIXERS £3.75**

**BONEX**

12 Elder way
Langley Business Park
Slough
Berkshire SL3 6EP
Telephone: 0753 549502 Fax: 0753 543812

**ETI JUNE 1993**
We're now about three quarters of the way through the facilities on input channel, which is fairly representative of both the attributes and the techniques used elsewhere on the desk. Brief mention was made in January of dynamics and will be left to a later date in the explanation of the master module. After this, the next logical step in the progression as we traverse the mono mic/line channel strip is to introduce and examine the concept of switching, monitoring and routing. This is when it all gets quite exciting. If the input amplifier and mix bus design determine the overall noise/crosstalk/distortion performance of the console and equalisation the creative flexibility (as far as the tailoring of individual sounds goes), then the provision of switching and routing fixes the overall flexibility - or lack of it - of the whole desk. Later in this chapter, we'll be looking at the reasons why this should be so.

Stop Press

As a slight aside, it might be of interest to readers to learn that one has not been idle these past ten months, with much behind-the-scenes post-prototype design work going on. This has been to the extent that there is now a Mark 2, which improves on the original in a number of areas. The notable ones are as follows:

Improved ergonomic design with a smaller, lighter channel strip and more compact, logical and better thought-out control layout.

Better signal routing with larger number of and more flexible Aux Mix facilities.

PCB now designed on a CAD system.

It will also doubtless please our readership to learn that a company has intimated an interest in producing a kit of parts for the whole kitten caboodle, thus alleviating some of the grief associated with trying to source the more difficult-to-find components.

Where to Insert Insert Points?

Last month I mentioned about insert points and the importance of choosing correctly the points in the programme chain where we can control dynamics, or, for that matter, add any sort of processing.

To understand my reasoning behind this philosophy of including, somewhat unusually, two such points, we need to look at the reason for including any insert point in the channel strip and also discuss the connection of TX units to the channel at these points.

Pump Up the Volume

Presently, we'll concern ourselves solely with dynamics. The dynamic range of a recording or playback system is defined as the ratio between the noise level at one end of the range and the amount of distortion at the other. Most will be aware that all recording and transmission media have very definite limits placed on the dynamic range available for use. Much to the audio engineer's dismay, several musical instruments and other sound sources encountered in everyday
Fig. 2 Talkback systems in mixing desks (Comprehensive system found on broadcast style desks)
Fitting Quarts into Pint Pots

Many of the media by which the listener will hear the finished recording have dynamic range expectations less than the programme material being recorded. Figure 1 shows a typical plot of the input/output characteristics of both compressor/limiter and expander/noise gate type devices.

Dynamic range control usually refers to the control of the signal dynamic range by automatic or semi-automatic methods, such as compressors, expanders and limiters, although sitting on a fader, pushing it up during quiet passages and pulling it down during loud ones - gain riding - is still one of the simplest but most effective means of gain control. Dynamic range control in a studio environment is a vitally important part of the recording process and the three main instances where good dynamic range control is required are as follows:

Where difficult material must be recorded or must survive the final medium
Where there is a need to control the dynamics to create a specific, special effect
Where the recording medium is poor and the greatest dynamic range must be squeezed from it.

The channel strip of the AutoMate contains no gain controlling elements other than manual ones - the channel fader and assorted gain range controls. Some of the more upmarket desks do incorporate compressors and limiters into the individual channel architecture - SSL use a full-blown type whose quality is comparable to the very best rack-mounting types while Soundcraft incorporate a noise gate into each channel - so I should qualify my reasons for not including any on the AutoMate. I did toy with the idea of some sort of automatic gain-controlling option but abandoned it because of cost considerations. We are, after all, trying to create an economically viable project. Gain controlling elements would either have to be cheap and nasty or expensive and available to only the few so I thought it better to abandon the notion and put to better use the money saved. In any case there are stand-alone, dedicated signal processors which could do a much better job than any which might have been incorporated as part of this mixer channel architecture. Aside from this, the likelihood of needing more than a small number of channel signals simultaneously compressed or limited by high quality means is somewhat remote - the quality factor has to go up if available money is spread over only a few processors.

Gain Control - Why Bother?

On the face of it, gain control devices are pretty straightforward. A compressor reduces gain in the audio path as the level rises above a certain preset threshold; for expanders, the converse is true with gain increased below a certain level. Limiters do what their name suggests, limiting the maximum signal magnitude to a certain pre-defined level, while noise gates switch the incoming audio off below a certain preset threshold level.

However, practical design of devices so that they sound right is another kettle of fish and even the experts, specialising in the manufacture of such items, occasionally get it wrong.

Any automated system is only as good as the thought that's gone into the design of the automation process. If the system is well thought out but completely automatic, with little or no manual intervention possible, there's a good chance that it will perform adequately well under most operating conditions. However, situations must exist where the automation processes are fooled and the system crashes.

The more fully automated a system is, the more the user is at the mercy of what the designer deems to be normal operation - system performance at the extremes of operation must always be compromised and nowhere is this more so than in audio. Introducing user-variable control of the various parameters - threshold, gain reduction, attack and decay or recovery times - can alleviate some of the problems, allowing the unit to be more flexible over a wider range of operating conditions than would ever be possible with a fully automatic system. Adopting this approach, can create or exacerbate other problems. Providing controls to change the internal parameters of the unit operating conditions presupposes some degree of skill and competency on the part of the person doing the tweaking. One has to be very aware of the effect to be achieved and the limitations of the equipment being used as all forms of processor have their own particular nuances and idiosyncrasies. Commercial manufacturers have spent many years developing ways in which wide dynamic range material can be fitted, as an experienced balance engineer might be able to, into a narrower range "window". The key to success is to anticipate changes in overall signal level and then adjust the gain slightly so as to preserve the contrast between events.

For the moment, all of the above should be considered as good reasons for not including them as an integral part of the channel electronics. Later part we'll look at the reasons why it can be desirable to include integral dynamics control at other parts in the mixer although it's worthwhile looking at points in the signal progression where we can divert the audio through an external processor Refer to Figure 2. This is fairly representative of the inserts available to the consumer in a typical commercial example. It is not definitive, since broadcast-style desks score more highly than average in this respect with most of the wishes for insert points of Figure 2b also included. Very simply, I've included two insert points in the channel because there was room on the rear panel, the cost per channel was minimal and the greatly increased degree of flexibility which this approach offered far outweighed any difficulty in including it.

We are now at a point where it is logical to introduce the concept of switching within an audio system such as a mixing console. Although superficially a simple and trivial task, switching of audio is one of the most difficult tasks to implement, successfully or economically.

Audio Switching - Hard or Soft?

Switching (or more specifically within this application, routing and monitoring), aside from other purely technical considerations such as noise or crosstalk performance, ultimately determines the overall flexibility of the desk. From a commercial point of view, this can mean the acceptance or rejection of the desk by the recording industry and the success or otherwise of the product in question.

To understand just why the switch is such an important part of any desk, it is necessary to look back into the murky studios of the past. In the early days of multitrack recording, mixing desks as a complete entity did not exist at all. Rather,
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the apparatus used in its place consisted of a set of separate modules which were plugged or wired together in the desired manner to create the working system required to do the job. So it was with early mixers. What would now be termed mic input amplifiers, line input amplifiers, equalisers, line output amplifiers and the like were, in fact, all separate and discrete modules with all connections accessible. Valve technology ruled supreme during this era and the employment of such devices meant that mixing audio sources together could be achieved simply by paralleling outputs together. That this should have been so was as a direct result of the way that valve equipment was always arranged to work into a specific impedance. There was universal use of the balanced termination, typically in the order of 600Ω and arranging for all amplifiers on the input side of the chain to work into this same impedance was a trivial matter. Gain lost as a consequence of this paralleling arrangement could then be made up in succeeding stages.

Virtual Mixing

Microphone amplifiers and line amplifiers didn’t really exist at all. Rather, each was configured from what might be termed a universal amplifier with balanced source and terminating impedance operation. Enhancements of this very basic architecture might have been the inclusion of a secondary, high impedance (10k bridging) input and perhaps facilities for selectable gain. In this way, the amplifier could be made to behave in any one of a number of desired ways within its range - from mic amp through line or mix amp to headphone or output amp. Variable gain control was achieved with the then ubiquitous balanced stud rotary fader. Although crude from an engineering standpoint, it worked, and rather better than anyone might first have envisaged.

Flexibility was the byword. Within a defined framework, everything could be plugged to everything else with just about all possible permutations of configurations able to be catered for. One day, an amplifier might be a mic amp, the next, a mix amp and so on and so forth.

Paradise Lost

The large number of sub-modules (the universal amplifier block) became unwieldy and cumbersome so these early sub-modules evolved into larger modules with many of the dedicated elements of the old, hardwired to each other. As a tentative system was created, so flexibility was ultimately lost since the smaller number of larger modules could be interconnected only in a more restricted number of different configurations. Signals could no longer be accessed where and when desired because the system was now boxed or housed in a cabinet and the internal connections were then lost to any prospective engineer or operator.

Flexibility had been compromised at the expense of convenience. Further evolution of the recording process - in the shape of proper multitrack recording - brought about the need to be able to route signals in a much more flexible manner than the first rudimentary mixing systems allowed and the switch was inexorably introduced to the mixer (see figure 3). From humble beginnings, switches multiplied from every conceivable part of mixer, to the extent that modern desks are a veritable nightmare of complex and massive, inter-linked multitrack switching systems. Flexibility had been regained although the early paradise of the first non-system was gone forever.

It is nevertheless fascinating to note that the very latest assignable analogue desks do emulate many of the universal properties of the valve desks of yore, with everything able to be routed to everything else, albeit in a virtual sense.

Are Switches a Turn-off for Audio?

For the moment, we’ll concern ourselves only with the concept of switching. It is another of the many necessary evils which the designer of any audio system must encounter and overcome if performance of the equipment is not to be compromised for the sake of convenience. Switching and routing is an area of much discontent and has been so for a great many years. In one form or another switching has figured in all types of audio apparatus since the birth of the recording/reproducing process. If we run the whole gamut of audio equipment, from the simplest hi-fi amplifier to the most involved multitrack desk, some sort of audio switch is in there somewhere. This is therefore the next step in our detailed analysis of all of the elements which comprise any large mixing desk (and specifically the AutoMae console).

Complex switching and routing matrices are especially prevalent in consoles with remote or assignable facilities or with in-line input and output monitoring architecture. Despite the many attractions of such an architecture - and there are indeed many - the extra switching required was one of my major misgivings and the reason why I did not adopt this design philosophy in the original. Figures 4a and 4b show the in-line versus split console routing arrangements. Both are shown without the various signal paths which exist during each of the parts of the typical recording process, although one could easily re-draw it in each of the different configurations. Aside from operational considerations (the desk can be re-configured from Recording to Remix, etc., at the push of a button in some desk examples), the in-line design actually makes better and more economical use of the console electronics. With the Mark II design, an in-line module will soon be available, although adopting an overall in-line arrangement means that re-configuring the desk (from broadcast to multitrack, for example) is a much more difficult task. It really depends whether the user is willing to sacrifice operational ease of use in one mode for difficulty in changing from one operating mode to another (and more expense at the onset).

Before looking at the physics and other intricacies behind the fact that audio and switches do not happily wed, it is probably worthwhile looking at the various places in a console where there is need of such beasts. As a finale, we’ll look at the in-line console architecture and show that there are indeed far more switching elements in this kind, especially if any sort of console automation is in evidence.

Why Have Switches at all?

Audio switching is required in a console because of three needs which must always be fulfilled. These are the need to communicate, to monitor and to route. I have ignored other requirements which force the need for switches since these are common to other types of electronic equipment and in any case, don’t provoke the same sort of problems as the switching of live, high fidelity audio. We shall look at each of the three needs in turn.

Communication

In any console, it is vital that the operator, engineer or
Fig 4. 'In line' versus split topology
producer is able to converse and communicate with those at the other end of the microphone cables. A broadcast-style desk is probably the one where the ability to communicate is of the most importance - the essentially live aspect of most broadcasting means that it is essential to be able to speak to the person at the other end. Many radio programmes and these may include studio presenters or remote contributors.

Contributors remote from the studio are known as outside sources and may be from an outside broadcast - OB, in the vernacular - or in another studio in a different part of the country. It may be from a news studio within the complex or from a telephone contributor in the outside world. The studio itself may form part of a larger system known as a network.

All of the above dictates the need for a comprehensive communication network. Presenters or outside source contributors will require some means of knowing both what is happening in the studio and when to speak. Both of these needs can be served by sending them what is known as Cue Programme (QP), probably better known in the recording industry as Foldback (FB). Conventionally, any Foldback or Q Programme Mix is generated using one of the Post Fade Aux Mix Busses. It is usual, however, for cue programme to be purely and simply a take-off of the desk output with, perhaps, some form of talkback added. Telephone contributors or those a long distance away - communicating via satellite, for example - pose special problems of their own.

Hearing one's own voice coming back through the earpiece is a thoroughly off-putting experience. Adding delay to this scenario just worsens an already bad state of affairs, to the extent that the contributor may find it impossible to speak. What is done in this instance is to generate what is known as a Clean Feed Mix (CF) or Mix Minus in the States), that is, a mix of the whole desk output (or a given selection of channel inputs) minus that particular OS contribution. In this way, the OS is sent everything except his/her own contribution. Large sports, current affairs or news studios, where Outside Sources may be contributing from a large number of far-flung places (both within and without the studio complex), require a corresponding large number of Clean Feeds. This is to such an extent that a completely separate Clean Feed Matrix is sometimes required - see Figure 5.

Where remote sources are within the same building, and also with some outside sources, a circuit known as the Control Line is established when the OS (source) is routed to the desk (destination). This takes the form of a simple

---

**Fig 5. Derivation of clean feeds using clean feed matrix**
telephone circuit which allows bi-directional communication in addition to that possible with the contributor's microphone/headphones.

Also ever-present is the very real danger of howl-round or feedback. Monitoring the desk output on loudspeakers, or even with headphones turned up loud, while the mic is live can cause the sound so loathed by engineers everywhere. Clean Feed can cure many problems in this area, as it can when a particular programme is networked around the country (but individual stations wish to add their own announcements, news, jingles or advertisements to the local network output). Nevertheless, cue programme is used wherever possible since remote OB's can use a receiver to monitor off-air, thus saving on valuable telephone circuits (known in the trade as land-lines or music lines depending upon their bandwidth). It can also provide much-needed confidence to the contributor if he or she can actually hear the programme with their own contribution included - we all know the panic and embarrassment evident in so many 'going live to our reporter in Chipping Sodbury' type programme when the sound link fails - see Figure 6.

We mentioned talkback. Rudimentary talkback systems exist in all desks, regardless of type, although they are probably more complicated on broadcast-type desks where the producer as well as the engineer/operator may have his/her own talkback system. Talkback allows us to communicate - usually via a console-mounted microphone - to the artists in the studio or to the outside sources on a loudspeaker and so is usually part of the post-fader foldback mix. We may also wish to use talkback to speak to each headphone foldback circuit separately or simultaneously, or perhaps to communicate with another control room (cubicle in broadcast terminology). The final possibility is the wish of the operator to speak onto tape - Slate - for the purposes of identification and so forth. As well as the voice identification - ident - on the tape, Slate usually also places low frequency tone in the same places. This is then audible when the tape is being spooled at speed past the heads. Normal convention for talkback systems is for there to be a tandem tone injection circuit, with all places where talkback can be routed also switchable to the desk tone source(s). Tone is used to verify whether a circuit has been established or as an aid to line-up - see Figure 7.

LS Cut may be implemented by fader-backstop/Mic select switch operated muting system (as in the AutoMate) or via a system known as SLS (Studio Loudspeaker Silence) where the insertion of a jack into any mic input on the patchbay and a desk input arms the muting system. Similar systems also operate in conjunction with the cubicle monitoring speakers whenever the desk talkback mic is live. The SLS system is normally employed on broadcast desks where all console inputs, inserts, break jets, listen jets and outputs are balanced and available on comprehensive rack-mounted patchbays - see Figure 8.

Again, broadcast desks use a comprehensive (and complicated) interlock system so that it is never possible for the talkback to be routed to the studio loudspeaker when a microphone is live and the desk is in Transmission mode. In broadcast terminology, the "studio" is the place where the artists or presenters are situated, the control room (where the desk, ancillary equipment, and the producer and operator are situated) becomes the cubicle and the central technical area (CTA) becomes known as the control room.

A broadcast environment is such a demanding one, with its own peculiar requirements and needs, that it is of some interest to look briefly at some of the unique switching arrangements which exist at various points in the programme chain. In any case, the AutoMate may very well be used as part of a hospital or university campus radio set-up and I'm quite sure that those involved in such activities would term themselves broadcasters, albeit on a smaller scale!

An area of great importance is the Control Room. From this hub originates what is known as the building Ringmain. This is similar to its mains counterpart - with which, I'm sure, you're all familiar - but it circulates audio feeds rather than power. Conventionally, all network outputs (both radio and TV) and perhaps the speaking clock - TIM - are catered for, with all available for selection and monitoring via a rotary switch. There may be as little as 2 or as many as 24. The ringmain outputs are also available as an integral part of the desk's main monitoring system, being plumbed in during studio installation. The three points of special significance (as far as an overview of facilities which should be included) are as follows:

A point on the ringmain which is fed from the Studio Output (not to be confused with the desk output) after it has been routed to the Control Room source mult.

A feed of the Network output. This is a confidence restorer since it allows the studio to hear itself on the ringmain (and therefore ensure that that studio is on-air). In

Fig 6. Outside source Q programme/control line routing
Broadcast desks have, in essence, two different modes of operation - Rehearsal and Transmission - and these affect talkback muting and routing arrangements. Talkback will replace the desk main output and studio loudspeakers will be dimmed when in Transmission, but both facilities will be disabled when the desk is in Rehearsal. Once one starts to think about it more closely, the multitude of different permutations which are possible and must be provided for escalates with frightening ease - again, see Figure 7.

Those consoles intended for use as PA or FOH (Front Of House) mixers will have talkback arrangements of similar complexity to the broadcast type (with the engineer able to speak to a wide variety of sources collectively or individually) but a much reduced monitoring system since the public address rig itself provides the main monitoring. Recording-style desks, on the other hand, normally (but not always) comprise of much simpler talkback arrangements but include more complicated monitoring systems. It should be said that the comms. side, as far as switching within a sound desk environment is concerned, does not pose as many problems as the other two areas (monitoring and routing). This is because absolute quality and fidelity is of a lesser consideration with talkback, where intelligibility of speech is of far greater importance. Clicks and the like are also less of a nuisance since all switching is done off-air and isolated from the programme path.

Next month, we'll move on to the second of the switch-related topics, that of Monitoring, finishing the section with a look at the actual physics involved in achieving noiseless, inexpensive audio switching.
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The History of Batteries

Jim Slater gives us a guided tour of the wide range of batteries

Batteries are the unseen and generally unthought about component of all portable equipment and they are the ultimate example of a ‘distress purchase’, in that we only buy them when we absolutely have to. Indeed, we only really think about them when something has gone wrong and we need to replace or recharge them. Most people learned about simple cells in their school science lessons, but battery technology has moved on in leaps and bounds over the last ten years, with new types being introduced to the market almost as often as new pieces of Japanese electronic wizardry appear in the shops. These have not been made just for the sake of introducing a new technology, but to satisfy the particular requirements of various pieces of equipment, from the high current capacity required to drive the film winder on a compact still camera to the extra long life required of the battery preserving the clock and CMOS memory functions of the latest personal computers.

The earliest batteries were very primitive affairs, but batteries made up of series connected electrolytic cells of the Voltaic type or the Leclanche type, named after their respective inventors, formed the basic power supplies of virtually all the earliest radio receivers. An electrolytic cell is a device in which chemical energy is converted to electricity and sometimes vice versa, if such a cell is rechargeable. Cells of this type consist of pairs of conductive electrodes in a chemical solution known as an electrolyte, and the Italian experimenter Volta is generally credited as being the first to invent such a cell. He placed a piece of cloth soaked in brine between a plate of copper and a plate of zinc and the copper plate formed the positive connection or pole of what was to become known as a Voltaic cell. Several such cells in series formed a ‘pile’, or battery, from which greater voltages could be obtained. Cells that merely convert chemical energy into electrical energy and cannot be recharged, are known as ‘primary cells’, whereas rechargeable cells, where the electrochemical process is reversible, are called ‘secondary cells’.

Development of the Voltaic cell led to sulphuric acid being used as the electrolyte, but the current would flow for only a few minutes before a layer of hydrogen gas built up on the copper electrode, stopping the current flow. Effectively, the hydrogen layer then acts as the second electrode instead of the copper, setting up an electromotive force which opposes that of the original cell. This effect is known as polarisation of the cell. Various other cell designs were tried and one that was found to be very useful was the Leclanche cell, which was manufactured first in liquid form, then in the far more practical dry cell form. This type of dry cell survives to the present day as the standard ‘zinc-carbon’ cell which is used to power our torches.

The negative electrode of the Leclanche cell is a zinc rod in a solution of ammonium chloride. The positive electrode is a carbon rod in a porous pot packed with manganese dioxide, which acts as a depolariser, since manganese dioxide is a poor conductor of electricity, it is necessary to mix it with powdered carbon. In operation, the zinc goes into solution, in the form of ions and the ammonium ions pass through the porous pot towards the carbon rod. When a load is put across the electrodes and a current is drawn, electrons flow from the zinc to the carbon and discharge the ammonium ions. Hydrogen is still produced in this type of cell, but it is...
gradually oxidised by the manganese dioxide. In the dry cell, which has the enormous advantage of portability, the ammonium chloride is made into a paste with water and zinc chloride and the porous pot becomes a muslin bag. The outer case of the cell is made of zinc and forms the negative electrode.

The lead acid battery

Another type is the lead-acid battery, which we rely upon every day to start our motor cars, but which our forebears in radio knew as the 'accumulator'. This type of battery, made up from what are called 'secondary cells', has the tremendous advantage of being rechargeable, since the chemical changes that take place as the battery is discharged can be reversed by driving a current of the opposite polarity through the cells.

The two plates are made from lead (the negative plate) and lead dioxide (positive), the electrolyte being sulphuric acid. When the cell is being used to produce a current, hydrogen ions move to the positive plate and sulphate ions move to the negative plate. Eventually both plates become lead sulphate. Recharging the cell by forcing a current through it in opposition to its natural electromotive force, converts the materials of the plates back to lead and lead dioxide, giving off hydrogen and forming sulphuric acid. The lead acid battery can be used to deliver currents of hundreds of amperes, as required for starting a car on a frosty morning and have the advantage that the state of charge can be monitored by measuring the specific gravity of the electrolyte with a hydrometer, since the s.g. varies from about 1.28 when fully charged to about 1.12 when completely 'flat'.

Battery Developments

These two types of battery, the lead acid and the zinc-carbon, became the mainstay of the electronics industry for the past forty years and, as the advantages and disadvantages of each became well known, equipment and circuitry was designed around the appropriate power source. Lead-acid batteries hold a massive world market share as batteries for cars, tractors, and standby power supplies. The basic materials from which they are constructed, lead and sulphuric acid, are cheap and readily available and there is now a great deal of experience with using them. Originally, the 'gassing' that took place during charging and the necessity of replacing lost water meant that it was impracticable to seal the cells and they could only be used in locations where they could be kept upright. Recent developments in construction techniques have made sealed lead acid batteries practicable and they are now in use in many electrical and electronic appliances. Such batteries are, however, necessarily fairly heavy and the fact that they are sealed generally means that the volume of the battery needs to be significantly greater, perhaps as much as 50% more than that of a non-sealed design, to allow for expansion of the gases and for the necessary safety valve seals. In spite of this, the use of modern plastics and clever plate designs means that a good modern battery of this type can be made with a total thickness of as little as 6mm, enabling it to fit readily underneath a piece of electronic equipment and can produce around 80 Watt-hours per litre of battery volume, over a one hour discharge period. This type of compact, sealed lead-acid battery is currently in use in cordless telephones, portable audio equipment, barcode readers and uninterruptable power supplies for computer based equipment.

Manganese batteries

These dry cells, based on the simple zinc-carbon design, were the earliest types to go into mass production for the domestic market and still represent a good balance between low price and reliable and safe operation for many uncrtical uses. They have undergone many design changes in the last few years in order to improve their various characteristics, with some manufacturers going as far as changing the electrolyte from ammonium chloride to zinc chloride, which has been found to extend the continuous discharge capacity of the battery under heavy loads and to extend the shelf-life. When this type of battery operates for long periods, various problems can arise. Rapid over discharging can cause the internal pressure to rise, so some companies have designed special gaskets which act as a pressure release mechanism to prevent rupturing of the container. Long-term over discharging can cause the zinc casing of the battery to corrode and holes may form in the container allowing the cells internal paste/liquid to leak out. This process is made much worse if air reaches the innards of the battery. Various internal barriers have been designed to prevent this and a lining of special paper is often found to be successful.

The Ecological Cost

The performance of many types of battery have been improved by adding modest amounts of chemicals such as cadmium and mercury, but the growing realisation of the
environmental hazards that the disposal of significant quantities of such chemicals can produce has led to steps being taken to eliminate such chemicals, with more environmentally friendly substitutes being employed.

For most of the time that manganese batteries have been available, manufacturers have added mercury, which was found to help to protect the zinc container against corrosion and to improve the shelf-life, but as the toxic effects of mercury became more and more apparent, manufacturers tried to find ways of eliminating it from this type of battery. Since 1990 manganese batteries no longer use mercury. Using extremely pure materials for the main battery construction and improving the sealing techniques has made it possible to manufacture this type of battery economically and safely. Another chemical that these batteries traditionally contained was cadmium, which was added to the zinc container to improve its mechanical properties, but as the effects of cadmium on the environment became more and more appreciated, steps have been taken to eliminate this substance and these batteries now form a reasonably environmentally friendly package at an economical price.

Alkaline manganese batteries

The alkaline manganese battery has represented one of the most successful battery developments of the last twenty years, typified by the ‘Duracell’ name and providing a range of batteries which have an extended life to provide large currents for a long time. Like the zinc-carbon batteries, Alkaline manganese types use manganese dioxide as the anode and zinc for the cathode, but they use potassium hydroxide as the electrolyte. This type of battery has a low internal resistance and provides optimum performance from equipment that takes large currents, such as shavers and portable tape recorders. The addition of tiny amounts of indium to the zinc canister forming the negative pole has all but eliminated corrosion and reduced the amount of mercury that was previously needed. It is interesting to see that developments to this type of battery during the last ten years have in fact increased its capacity by something like 50%.

Most batteries of this type were built as high performance replacements for standard dry cells, but driven by the needs of the market for small but economical and relatively high power sources for cameras, electronic watches and electronic toys, smaller versions were developed, known as alkaline button batteries. These use pure caustic potash mixed into a paste with water as the electrolyte and offer good capacity and reliability, a long shelf-life and the ability to work over a wide range of temperatures. They are significantly cheaper than the silver oxide button batteries that can also be used where small size is important.

Manufacturers had again improved the performance of the alkaline battery by adding various chemicals and mercury used to account for perhaps 1.5 % of an alkaline battery’s total weight, 400 times the mercury content of a standard zinc-carbon design. The mercury content in alkaline batteries is now down to as little as 0.025% and special anti-corrosion zinc alloys have been developed for the negative electrodes.

The family of small alkaline batteries grown from the alkaline manganese battery to include silver oxide types, zinc-air batteries and mercury ‘button’ cells, which use mercury oxide as the active constituent of the positive electrode. They all have zinc as the negative electrode and use alkaline electrolytes such as potassium hydroxide. Comparative discharge characteristics of some of these types are shown in figure 4.

Silver Oxide Batteries

These use silver oxide as the positive pole, zinc as the negative pole, and caustic potash solution as the electrolyte, so still come under the classification of alkaline batteries. A major characteristic of this type of cell is that it has an excellent energy density, so that relatively high power cells can be produced from a small physical size. Silver oxide cells are expensive compared with many other designs, but they have found a market in equipment such as electronic calculators, toys, and electronic thermometers.

Zinc-Air Batteries

Yet another type of alkaline battery is the zinc-air design, where zinc forms the negative electrode and potassium hydroxide acts as the electrolyte, but the positive electrode is effectively formed from the oxygen contained in the air, a technique that requires a very special film that allows air to penetrate through it in a carefully controlled manner. This type of cell has very long term discharge capabilities and it is interesting to compare these with those of other types of alkaline based cells.

The Nickel/Cadmium Battery

Probably the best known type of battery amongst domestic users, after the ordinary zinc-carbon types and the much promoted ‘Duracell’ manganese alkaline heavy duty batteries, is the Nickel-Cadmium, or Ni-Cad type, which has the big advantage over ordinary dry cells that it can be recharged over and over again. As in all forms of engineering, however, you never get something for nothing and the price that the Ni-Cad user pays is that the voltage from one of these cells is no more than 1.25 volts, as against the 1.5 volts that a standard dry cell provides. Even so, the bonus of rechargeability makes this type of cell very popular as the Ni-Cad battery is very suitable for applications that require short-term bursts of fairly heavy current, such as portable electric drills.

The Ni-Cad, which first came into use about 30 years ago, uses foamed metal nickel for the anode and cadmium for the cathode. They come in two main constructions - cylinder and button. The cylinder models provide power for camcorders and mobile phones, whereas the button designs are good for computer memory backup.
Recharging problems with Ni-Cads - the 'memory' effect.

As Ni-Cad batteries came into greater use, some people found that their batteries, which had been expected to be capable of being recharged at least 500 times, started to behave peculiarly after only a few dozen charges, after which the batteries appeared to quickly lose their charge. If the battery is fully discharged before re-charging is attempted, the problem does not occur, but if the nervous user attempts to keep giving the battery a top-up charge just to make sure that the battery will always be 'full', the so-called 'memory effect' comes into play and the battery will only allow you to take out the amount of charge that has been most recently put in, after which it appears flat. There is no sensible way of monitoring the state of charge of this type of battery, which makes life even more difficult. Modern chargers often incorporate an automatic discharging circuit which initially puts a load across the cell until it has been completely discharged and only then does the actual recharging process begin.

Another disadvantage of the Ni-Cad is that during charging and discharging crystalline needles of cadmium grow from the cathode and these can sometimes penetrate the separator and cause internal dendrite short-circuiting.

Fast recharging

All types of rechargeable batteries need to be carefully controlled during the recharging process if effective use is to be made of their full capacity and if the maximum possible lifetime and number of charge/discharge cycles is to be accomplished. Most rechargeable batteries have usually been recharged from the mains via a fairly simple battery charger consisting of a simple transformer and rectifier circuit. With Ni-Cads, this has generally meant at least a 16 hour trickle charging period. If the batteries are recharged faster, the battery can be damaged. Portable computers are just one example of a piece of equipment where the user will want to recharge the batteries as quickly as possible and manufacturers have now developed integrated circuits to carry out the necessary control and monitoring functions, so that small batteries can be re-charged in as little as half an hour. Battery charging management involves measuring the state of charge of the battery and maintaining it in good condition. A typical battery management IC monitors the amount of energy left in a battery by calculating the charge and discharge currents and whenever the battery-full condition is detected, the charger is switched from fast-charge to trickle. Philips have developed a range of ICs to look after all aspects of the re-charging of small batteries and a typical system configuration suggested by the manufacturer is shown.

The power module, which is the source of the charging current, can be anything from the most basic transformer/rectifier circuit to a sophisticated switched mode power supply. In mains isolated equipment the control module can send signals to the switched mode power supply via an optocoupler, but in cases where mains isolation is not necessary, a direct connection can be made. The control module monitors the state of the battery and the instantaneous load current, then issues commands to the circuitry which controls the charging, from a very fast charge down to a trickle.

Now Obsolete - The Nickel-Iron Ni-Fe Cell

A rechargeable battery that was popular for many years, powering such things as miners' helmet lamps, is the nickel-iron design, which proved rugged and long-lasting, but has now virtually been replaced by the much lighter and maintenance-free Ni-Cad. The Ni-Fe cell, sometimes called the Edison Cell, used positive plates of steel packed with nickel hydroxide and negative plates containing iron oxide and mercurous oxide, with a liquid electrolyte of potassium hydroxide.

Nickel-Hydrogen Cells

These secondary (rechargeable) cells use nickel oxide for the anode and a hydrogen absorbing metal alloy for the cathode, rather than the cadmium of the Ni-Cads. The task of the alloy cathode is to extract hydrogen (H) from the battery water and to absorb it. The cathode can absorb up to 100 times its own volume of hydrogen. The chief factor to consider in the design of such cells is the hydrogen storage capability of the alloy. The cells charge and discharge using an alkaline electrolyte and the basic chemical reaction principles are shown in the diagram. They are more properly called nickel metal hydride cells.

Ni/MH cells have a greater energy density than Ni-Cads, generally offering about 75% more electrical capacity than a Ni-Cad of equivalent physical size. One cell of this type, using nickel and a metal hydride as the hydrogen storage element, claims to provide an energy density of 180 Watt-hours per litre. The figure shows the comparative discharge characteristics of a standard Ni-Cad penlight cell and its Ni/MH equivalent.

Ni/MH cells can provide currents of several amps and
have a voltage of 1.2V. They have the same self-discharge properties as the Ni-Cad, can be recharged in about an hour, have a low internal resistance and can typically withstand over 500 charge/discharge cycles. The major drawback with Ni/MH batteries is their price - they currently cost around twice the price of Ni-Cads.

**Lithium Batteries**

A good example of a battery technology coming along in response to a definite need, the lithium battery has made its mark as the power supply of choice for computer memory chips. These require only a very low current, but demand a battery that will not easily self-discharge and which has a shelf lifetime of several years. Some types of standard lithium cell also have the advantage of providing about 3 volts, more than double that of most other cells, and this is sufficient to keep a semiconductor memory chip operational. Such cells thus ensure that the CMOS memory of a personal computer can retain its set-up data as well as the time and date, even when the main power supply is switched off. Cell types providing three volts are graphite fluoride lithium, thionyl lithium chloride, and manganese dioxide lithium (3.6 volts) types, the name of the battery indicating the material from which the positive electrode is made. The positive electrode determines the specific properties of the battery and, as an example, the use of copper oxide for the positive electrode gives a cell with an electromotive force of 1.5 volts. This type of cell is tending to replace the more expensive silver oxide type in many applications.

Lithium batteries have many advantages over manganese and manganese alkali dry cells; in addition to their greater energy storage capacity they can deliver higher voltages, are less prone to self-discharge and also operate over a wider range of temperatures, which can be very important for equipment that has to work reliably in a wide range of outdoor conditions.

There are actually two major types of lithium battery construction, suitable for very different purposes. The type for computer memory backup uses the so-called 'inside out' design and is suitable for only very light current discharge operations. In complete contrast, the spiral versions allow for heavy load use from a very small physical size and have become the standard for many types of compact camera where high currents are needed to drive the film winding mechanism, but small size is essential. Manganese dioxide lithium designs have been found to be ideal for this purpose and the construction of this type of cell is shown below. The separator material is kept exceptionally thin in order to minimise the cell's internal resistance, allowing it to deliver heavy currents. The lithium negative electrode and the organic electrolyte could prove inflammable if the cell were to overheat, so the construction has to be arranged to ensure that the cell will not catch fire if a sustained short circuit should take place. The special separator material is designed so that in the event of overheating occurring, it forms a film to ensure that the positive and negative electrodes cannot touch. A safety valve is placed at the top sealing plate of the cell, which can vent any gases produced to the air, so preventing any possible explosive effect and this is usually backed up by a third line of safety - the inclusion of a positive temperature coefficient device whose resistance rises with temperature, so reducing the current that can be taken from the cell.

**Rechargeables Too - Lithium Secondary Cells**

One of the latest developments in battery technology has been the rechargeable lithium battery, which has only been on the market for a couple of years. As with lithium based primary cells, the performance characteristics of lithium secondary cells varies according to the actual materials used in the cell. Lithium aluminium alloys are often used for the cathodes and the electrolytes vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, but most lithium secondary batteries can deliver some two to three times the capacity of the nickel metal hydride batteries with which they are often compared. Another major bonus of the lithium secondary battery is that long service lives can be achieved, with up to 5000 charge/discharge cycles being possible, perhaps ten times the number possible with Ni-Cads. They are light in weight, compared with their competitors and research is currently going into the development of optimised rechargeable cells of this type.

---

**Fig.6 Principle of the Nickel metal hydride cell**

**Fig.7 Comparison of discharge characteristics of a Ni-Cad and Ni/MH cell. Note that the Ni/MH design has a capacity of almost twice that of the Ni-Cad.**

**Fig.8 Structure of Ni/MH cell - Toshiba**
Vanadium Lithium
These designs provide from 3 to 3.5 volts with good charge and discharge capacities. The anode is made from vanadium pentoxide, the cathode is an alloy of lithium and aluminium and the organic electrolyte is made up from a solvent, often propylene carbonate and dimethoxy-ethane, into which is dissolved a compound of lithium, boron and fluoride LiBF$_4$. Such cells are ideal for memory backup applications and the construction of a typical 3V button or coin shaped cell, some 20mm in diameter and 2mm high, is shown in the figure.

Vanadium Niobium Lithium
The Matsushita company manufacture another popular type of secondary lithium cell, this time providing 1.5 volts with sufficient power to drive relatively heavy loads such as LED clock displays from only a coin-sized cell. Vanadium pentoxide is again used in the anode, but the cathode material uses a niobium compound especially developed to provide improved charge/discharge characteristics of up to 1000 cycles. The electrolyte is a fairly exotic solution of lithium-chloride-oxide, LiClO$_4$, dissolved in a mixture of propylene carbonate and 1.2 dimethoxy-ethane.

Lithium Ion
It seems that by carefully adjusting the precise cocktail of the chemicals which are used in lithium batteries, manufacturers can ‘tune’ their designs to give just the performance characteristics they are seeking. Sony recently gave details of a so-called ‘Lithium Ion’ battery, which it is using to power its latest range of camcorders. The anode is made of carbon and lithium and the cathode is a complex chemical compound of lithium, cobalt, manganese, and nickel. The electrolyte is a similar organic compound to that described for the vanadium lithium design of cell. As with other lithium batteries, these should provide improved performance over the Ni-Cad design, with lower self-discharge rates, more charge/discharge cycles and improved storage life, but they are likely to be more expensive to manufacture than conventional Ni-Cads.

Successful Progress, But One Huge Failure.
The energy density of storage batteries continues to grow, but there is some feeling amongst manufacturers that the limits of the existing technologies are close to being reached. Although enormous progress has been made in battery technology, giving improved performance together with enhanced suitability for particular applications, and although enormous strides have been made towards achieving greener, environmentally sound batteries that do not pollute our environment, the battery industry has one huge failure to own up to. The search for the electric motor car has gone on for as long as the car has existed and yet none of the existing battery technologies, nor even those that are currently being developed from all sorts of materials currently shows any sign of producing enough power for a long enough period at a reasonable enough price to displace the internal combustion engine.

The failure to develop batteries suitable for electric transport has had enormously detrimental effects on our environment, far greater than the effects of throwing cadmium on our waste tips from a few million penlight cells. The continued existence of the internal combustion engine as the prime power source for our vehicles must do far more harm all round. Let us hope that the long hoped-for miracle, a battery for the electric car which will enable the car to perform as well as a petrol-engined model is not too far away.

It is better by boat!
It was interesting to see that at this years boat show, a fair few boats powered by electric motors were on sale, especially for use on inland waterways and areas like the Norfolk broads where the pollution from petrol and diesel engined boats has started to make itself apparent. Because the electric motor on a boat is expected merely to drive a screw (apart from the myriad electric gadgets that the modern boat owner finds indispensable) and because the expected ‘performance’ of boats in terms of acceleration and speed is much less than that of motor cars, the modern lead-acid battery is proving very satisfactory as a power source The almost silent running of an electric motor compared with a petrol engine brings yet another bonus.

The Norfolk Broads now have charging points along the banks of the waterways, which can be used as the boats tie up and an overnight charge can provide sufficient battery power for the whole of the next day’s leisurely cruising, at a price for electricity which compares favourably with that of petrol or diesel. Who knows, in sunnier climes it might be possible to use solar panels to charge up the boat’s batteries, providing complete freedom of the waterways, but you know that you wouldn’t ever be able to rely on the English weather and, anyway, solar panels must wait for another article!
**SUMMER 1993 CATALOGUE**

**THE NEW ENLARGED CIRKIT CATALOGUE WILL BE OUT SOON!**

- 32 more pages
- New range of Kenwood 'scopes
- The latest scanning receivers and accessories
- New section of low cost security products
- Extended range of Velleman kits including: 250W 12Vdc to 220Vac inverter, in-car amplifier power supply, 200 and 400W amplifiers, melody generator, synthesized FM tuner, supressed lamp dimmer, halogen lamp dimmer, day/night thermostat and telephone remote control unit
- New test equipment, includes: 2.3GHz bench frequency counter, EPROM emulator/programmer, portable 'scopes and bench function generators
- Host of new components, including: trimmer and variable capacitors, connectors, RF filters, fuses and fuse holders, potentiometers, IC's, soldering irons and lead free solder
- Published 27th May 1993
- Available from most large newsagents or directly from Cirkit

£1.90 plus 30p p&p
PS68K/CPU-2B 68000 HIGH PERFORMANCE MICROCOMPUTER BOARD
68000 CPU (68020), 256K RAM, 1Mbyte flash erasable to 1 mega byte, Up to 32 kbyte eeprom space, 8 bit status register, Fast multi-protocol/icom interface, (RS232 compatible), VMEBUS INTERFACE, On-board single chip floppy disk controller, Real time clock, 24-bit parallel I/O. Over 200 pages of data supplied £89.50 each.

RESET TIMER PCB
Gives a timed relay closure following a momentary input. Requires 12V d.c. supply, SP, or relay output, LED indication. 19 different time Intervals from 25sec to 35min 20sec. £5.98 each.

ALARM CONTROL UNIT
Single zone alarm control unit built into a domestic light switch box. Ideal for home, caravan, boat, garage, shed etc. Facilities: Normally closed loop for pir sensors, door/window contact etc. Normally open loop for pressure mats. 24-hour loop for personal attack button Visual indication that the system is in normal or operational. A bell box Automatic entry/exit delay. Automatic system reset. Alarm output omits logic level. £8.95 each.

ALARM CONTROL PANEL
- Wire free alarm control panel. Detectors connected to panel by source of radio transmitters. - Speech synthesis for programming and general operating guidance. - Built in user programmable telephone dialler. - Up to 32 transmitters can be used, one programmable dialling a well known number. - Programmable user codes. - Full installation data supplied, the only thing that has to be carried is the alarm bell/fruit supplied. Please note we do not supply the transmitters but some information as to source of these will be included. *These control panels originally cost £90.00 each. Yours for only £49.92.

EX INSTALLATION SENSORS
Type 1. Measures 180 x 112 x 70mm with walk test relay, led output. £59.95 each. "Tamper protection. 12 volt d.c. supply required. £8.50 each. Type 2. As above but a smaller unit 123 x 62 x 50mm £11.75 each. Type 3. Ceiling mounting passive, infra red sensor 360° detection. £35.00 each. 12 volt d.c. supply relay, tamper circuit and pulse control provided. Data supplied. £15.70 each.

DUAL TECH SENSOR Microwave and passive infra-red combined. Separate led indication for each function. Measures 120 x 75 x 50mm. 12 volt d.c. supply. Relay tamper. £29.95 each.

BREADBOARDS - CAPACITORS - SOLAR CELLS - HEATHRICK- ETC
SOLAR CELL 2 volt 150mA max, size 60 x 100mm £1.35 each for £6 BNC SOCKETS 50 ohm single hole fixing £16 each for £40. M/B INN Plug and Socket £1.50 each for £1.50. MERCURY TILT SWITCH £1 each for £1.25. PARADOX 123 60mm B/TP £5.25 each. BREADBOARD 173 X 65mm 840TP £5.25 each. TEXTO/L2 ZIP SOCKET £2.00 each. SOLID STATE RELAY £62.95 each. Switch can be mounted with your own 12 volt control voltage. Data supplied. £2.15 each.

DUAL CIGAR LIGHTER ADAPTER (DUAL SIZE)
mounted on two metres of cable £10.00 each.

100dB PIEZO SOUNDER 2KHz note, 3-12V d.c. 40mA, 45mm dia. x 25mm £1.76 each.

VIBRATION SENSITIVE ALARM BOARD WITH PIEZO SOUNDER Originally a bike alarm. There is a short delay after activation, then the piezo sounder operates for a preset period. £3.76 each or the above alarm board with custom designed case, fixing clip and keyswitch £9.95.

ENCAPSULATED TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER
- prim. 0-120, 0-120 V, sec. 0-15, 0-15 V 50VA £7.85
- INFRA-RED BEAK BEAM Transmitter and receiver p.c.b. with 2 LED assemblies. 12v. d.c. supply. These are extra-installation units and are not guaranteed to be working. £4.96 pair.

ALUMINIUM DIE-CAST BOX 220mm x 145mm x 105mm £3.77 each.

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
AA (HP)1) 600 mAh £1.02 each C (HP1) 1200 mAh £2.29 each D (HP2) 1200 mAh £2.40 each.

Please note. There may be variations in the size of the above passive infra red sensors depending on stock at the time of ordering. But the unit will certainly be within the stated sizes.
**£1.00 BARGAIN PACKS**

**SUB-MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES**

P.C.B. Mounting

- BO1: S.P. on 4 for £1.00
- BO2: D.P. on 3 for £1.00
- BO3: 3 x D.P. 3 pos. centre off
- BO04: DIL SWITCHES 4-way S.P. on 3 for £1.00
- BO05: DIL SWITCHES 8-way S.P. on 2 for £1.00
- BO06: DIL SWITCHES 12-way 90° sp on 2 for £1.00
- BO07: 12 x PP3 BATTERY SNAPS
- BO08: 1 x CAPACITOR 1 FARAD 5.5 VOLT 20mm dia x 7mm high
- BO09: INSTRUMENT KNOBS (6.25" SHAFT) High quality grey plastic knob, collet fixing 15mm dia. 5 for £1.00
- BO10: as above but 25mm dia, 3 for £1.00
- BO11: 4 x MAGNETIC EARPIECE 8 ohm with 3.5mm plug
- BO12: 4 x 28-WAY TURNED PIN DIL SOCKET
- BO13: 15 x 12 VOLT WIRE-ENDED LAMPS
- BO14: 8 x 2 PIN DIN PLUGS screw terminal connection
- BO15: 2 x LIGHT DEPENDENT RESISTOR Less than 200 ohms in daylight, greater than 10 megohms in darkness
- BO16: 1 x KEYPAD 20-key, in 5 x 4 matrix bubble type switch contacts
- BO17: 2 x PIEZO BUZZERS approx 3 to 20 volt d.c.
- BO18: 5 x 78M12 VOLTAGE REGULATORS positive 12V 500mA
- BO19: 4 x TL082CP bi-fet op-amps
- BO20: 20 x ASSORTED LEDS full spec. various shapes and sizes (no info)
- BO21: 3 x INFRA-RED DIODE TX/RX PAIRS made by Honeywell

**20 x CONSTANT CURRENT LED** 5mm round, red 2-18V d.c. or a.c. nominal 14mA

- BO23: 50 x IR4148 diode
- BO24: 2 x INFRA-RED TRANSISTOR FPT5133
- BO25: 5 x DIACS
- BO26: 3 BD333C 10 amp 100V npn transistor
- BO27: 12 x 2N3702 Transistor
- BO28: 12 x 2N3904 Transistor
- BO29: 12 x BC337 Transistor
- BO30: 4 x LM317T Variable regulator mounted on a small heatsink
- BO31: 1 x MAN6102 2 digit 0.6" 7 segment display Com anode, amber
- BO32: 3 x PHONO TO PHONO LEAD 63cm long
- BO33: 15 x RECTANGULAR RED LEDS 8 x 6 x 2mm stackable
- BO34: 1 x PHOTO SENSITIVE SCR mounted on a PCB, data sheet supplied
- BO35: 4 x IEC Panel Mounting Mains Plug Snap fix
- BO36: 5 x ASSORTED PIEZO TRANSDUCERS
- BO37: 5 LENGTHS OF HEAT SHRINK SLEEVING 8mm dia. 400mm long
- BO38: 15 x MONOLITHIC CERAMIC CAPACITORS 0.1 mfd 63V
- BO39: 15 x CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS 0.1 mfd 63V, in a d1l package
- BO40: 25 x ASSORTED ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS PCB mounting useful values
- BO41: 25 ASSORTED PRE-SET RESISTORS
- BO42: 8 x 3.5mm LINE JACK SOCKETS (mono)
- BO43: 8 x 3.5mm JACK PLUG (mono)
- BO44: 8 x 3.5mm CHASSIS SOCKET (mono)
- BO45: 2 x TRIACS 800 volt 8 amp
- BO46: 12 x BC213L Transistor
- BO47: 12 x MIN SLIDE SWITCH dpdt
- BO48: 15 x MIN CERAMET TRIMMER POTS (good range of values)
- BO49: 1 x PCB WITH TWO LARGE LEDS 15mm square, one red and one green
- BO50: 1 x 12V DC RELAY 4-pole c/o with plug in base
- BO51: 4 x LM334 quad op-amps
- BO52: 2 x 555 Timer
- BO53: 3 x 741 op-amp
- BO54: 25 x 4N001 diode
- BO55: 20 x IN4007 diode
- BO56: 1 x SLOTTED OPTO
- BO57: 1 x DAC08 Digital to analogue converter with data
- BO58: 4 x OPTO ISOLATOR
- BO59: 20 x ASSORTED 74LS IC'S

Please use order code when ordering the bargain packs.
Please make cheques and postal orders payable to Mailtech.

All prices include VAT
Please add 75p postage to all orders.

At the moment it is not possible to have a full telephone answering service. But we will have the phone definitely manned on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays between 10am and 5pm.

---

**UK DISTRIBUTOR AND STOCKIST FOR THE COMPLETE ILP RANGE**

- ★ AMPLIFIER MODULES
- ★ PRE-AMPLIFIERS
- ★ 100V LINE TRANSFORMERS
- ★ TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS
- ★ LIGHTING TRANSFORMERS

Write, phone or fax for data and prices

---

**JAYTEE ELECTRONICS SERVICES**
143 Reculver Road, Bettinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL
Telephone: (0227) 375254, Fax: (0227) 365104

---

**PLASTIC BOXES**

A RANGE OF SMALL PLASTIC BOXES, CASES AND POTTING BOXES AVAILABLE IN ANY QUANTITY.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE

SLM (MODEL) ENGINEERS
CHILTERN ROAD, PRESTBURY, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 5JQ
FAX: 0242 226288

---

**MAILTECH**

Dept EE, Mailtech
PO Box 16 Ludlow
Shropshire SY8 4NA
Tel: 058 474475

---
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ETI PCB Service

ETI Service, Reader’s Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

Please Supply:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Ref No.</th>
<th>Price Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post & Packing £ 0.75

Total Enclosed £

Please send my PCBs to:

Name
Address

.................................................. Postcode

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.

PCBs for the remaining products are available from the companies listed in blue lines.

Use the form or a photocopy for your order. Please fill out all parts of the form. Make sure you use the board reference numbers. This not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published. The first two numbers are the year, the next two are the month.

Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice if required. Such orders will not be processed until payment is received.
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**ETI PCB Service, Reader’s Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST**

**Please Supply:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Ref No.</th>
<th>Price Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>£</td>
<td>£</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post & Packing £ 0.75

Total Enclosed £

Please send my PCBs to:

Name
Address

.................................................. Postcode

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.

**ETI June 1993**
The PCB foil patterns presented here are intended as a guide only. They can be used as a template when using tape and transfer for the creation of a foil.

Infra Guide Part 2 May '93
Vcc should be added to pin of ICS and junction of R17 and R20 in Fig.2. Q10 should be shown as a PNP device. Page 51 second column and page 53, all references to ...greater than 4V should read greater than 1V and last but one line, page 51 should read ...voltage at pin K.

Page 52 column 2 line 10. Replace ...If this is OK.. with ...If no frequency is present, ...
Fig.5 should read ...3276800Hz by 66842.

Fuzztone May '93
Fig.2 circuit diagram should show the bottom of R6 connected to the junction of R9/C6 and not R8. The component overlay is correct.
LOW COST RANGER 1 PCB DESIGN FROM SEETRAX

- Circuit Schematic
- Circuit Capture
- PCB Design
- Host Of Outputs

ALL-IN-ONE DESIGN SYSTEM...............£100
FULLY INTEGRATED AUTO ROUTER.....£50

Ask about trade-in Deals! Call Now For Demo Disk on 0705 591037

Seetra CAE, Hilton Daubny House, Broadway Lane, Lovedean, Hants. PO8 0SG. TEL. 0705 591037. FAX. 0705 599036

WHAT THE PRESS SAID ABOUT RANGER 1

For most small users, Seetra Ranger 1 provides a sophisticated system at an affordable price. It is better than EasyPC or Tien's Boardmaker since it provides a lot more automation and takes the design all the way from schematic to PCB - other packages separate designs for both, that is, no schematic capture. It is more expensive but the ability to draw in the circuit diagram and quickly turn it into board design easily makes up for this.

Source JUNE 1991 Practical Electronics

READER OFFER

Set of four tweezers
Only £6 inc p&p

The answer to the common question of 'how do you do such fiddly work with big fingers?' is generally that you don't. If a hobbyist has to be the master of his knife, he must also be a virtuoso with his tweezers. A selection of good quality tweezers is an absolute must!

COUPON

Please supply ............ROS/M Set of four tweezers @ £6 inc p&p. I enclose my cheque/P.O. for £ .................................. made payable to ASP or please debit my Access/Visa

SIGNATURE ........................ EXPIRY ........... DATE

Name .................................................................................................................. Address ............................................................................................................... Post Code

Send coupon to: ASP Readers Offers, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7ST. Please allow 28 days for delivery U.K. only – Overseas upon request. Please the above information may be used for marketing purposes.
## N.R. BARDWELL LTD (ETI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Signal 6 cassettes</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Register Drones 140000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Register Drones 140001</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Register Drokes 140002</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>AEGSY Timer ICs</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>AEGSY 80/8 amp Hydraulics</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>SCAN Transmitters</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>U.S.4 Transmitters</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>SMAR Radios</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>AEGSY height brightness limiter</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Miniature red 1xd 6mm I.D.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>AEGSY 6x8 (60 pack)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>AEGSY control</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>AEGSY voltage regulators</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>AEGSY connectors edge-side etc.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>AEGSY 6M rotary switches</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 inch Glass lens switches</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12 VGE printed circuit board</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>30 16V sockets up to 40 pin</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices include VAT, postage £1.25. Stamp for Lists. 288 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 1FL Phone (0742) 552886, Fax (0742) 500689


## SECOND HAND MEGROU MARK II ANALYSER £400 ono. SECOND HAND PHILLIPS PM 6307 w/ and flatter meter £80 ono Telephone 06487 46669

## EX-EMT PCB includes dual 4

1/2 Digit LCD (backlit) with 2X1CL2224 counter chips, incl P&P Tel: 0394 670320
HOME AUTOMATION

LAMP MODULE Plugs in to wall socket to control individual light up to 300W. Responds to ON/OFF/ DIM/BRIGHT commands from controllers. LMS95 £22.45

MINI TIMER Timed control of up to 4 circuits in any one day. Actives circuits direct ON/DIM/BRIGHT control plus clock functions. MT522 £29.95

ENERLOGIC 1400e Controller
The first intelligent home automation system that adds brains to the range of X-10 modules and controllers. £349.95

Part of a remarkable range of home automation components from
SMART HOUSE SYSTEMS LTD
3 Buchanan Street, Largs, Ayrshire KA30 8PP
Tel: 0475 672589

SYSTEM 200 DEVICE PROGRAMMER

SYSTEM Programs 24, 26, 32 pin EPROMS, EEPROMS, Flash & Emulators as standard, quickly, reliably and at low cost. Expandable to cover virtually any programmable part including serial E²P, PALS, GALS, EPLD's and microcontrollers from all manufacturers.

DESIGN Not a plug in card but connects to the PC serial or parallel port; it comes complete with powerful yet easy to control software, cable and manual.

SUPPORT UK design, manufacture and support. Same day dispatch, 12 month warranty. 10 day money back guarantee.

ASK FOR FREE INFORMATION PACK

MOP ELECTRONICS Ltd.
Unit 2, Park Road Centre,
Malmesbury, wiltshire, SN16 0XU UK
TEL: 0966 825146 FAX: 0966 825141

FOR SALE

A & L SYSTEMS LTD
If your looking for a supplier with the following - A Massive Range of Electrical and Electronic Components, Systems, All Aimed at the Professional and Hobbyist Markets along with Very Competitive Prices, First Class Service and Response then -

LOOK NO FURTHER

For Batteries and Accessories, Boxes and Equipment, Housing, Cables, Connectors, Connectors, Electrical and Security Products, Fibers and Suppemers, Fuses and Circuit Breakers, Hardware, Optoelectronics, Power Supplies, Relays, Transformers, Semiconductors and Hardware, Switches, Telecoms, Tools, Transformers, etc.

For Detailed Listings Send £1.25 to -
7 West Street, West Butterwick, Scunthorpe, 5th Humberside, DN17 3ZJ

KITS

HEATHKIT. U.K. spares and service centre/Educational Products Distributor. Cedar Electronics, 12, Isbourn Way, Winchcombe, Cheltenham GL54 5NS Tel. (0242) 602402.

NEW VHF MICROTRANSmitter KIT tuneable: 70–115MHz, 500 metre range, sensitive electric microphone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL OFFER complete kit only £5.95 assembled and ready to use £9.95 inclusive P & P. 3 Watt FM transmitter kit £15.95 Credit card orders telephone 021 486 3092 Cheques/P.O.'s to: Quantek Electronics, (DEPT ET1) 3 Houlday Rd, Birmingham, B31 3HL. Send 2 x 1st Class stamps for details of these and other kits.

TO ADVERTISE TELEPHONE JAMES GALE ON 0442 66551

WANTED

WANTED

RE-USABLE AND ALL TYPES OF ELECTRIC SCRAP
P.C.B.'S, PLUGS AND SOCKETS, EDGE CONNECTIONS, TEST EQUIPMENT, VALVES, ETC. PAID ON CLEARANCE.

A.R.S.
2 NORMANS LANE, RABLEY
HEATH, WELWYN,
HERTS AL6 9TD
TELEPHONE: 0438 812193 FAX: 0438 812397 MOBILE: 0606 214322

TURN YOUR SURPLUS TRANSISTORS, IC'S ETC INTO CASH immediate settlement. We also welcome the opportunity to quote for complete factory clearance.

COLES-HARDING & CO.
Sandall Road, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF13 2PS

BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY EMBLISHED OVER 15 YEARS Tel: 0945 584188 Fax: 0945 475216

SURPLUS STOCK

ASTEC LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES:
- 36 to 100 watt from £15.00

STORAGE DEVICES:
- S3H. Internal 720k Floppy Drives 
- 5.25" External 360k Floppy Drives 
- Internal tape Streamers, half-height ADAPTERS:
- 8/16 Bit SCSI Cards
- Graphic Adapters. 1MB on board
- FANS, SWITCHES, PLUGS, ETC.
- Stock constantly changing, phone/fax for latest and/or full stock list

Call: 081 441 4189
or Fax: 081 364 9495

AD TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
46 Salisbury Road, Barnet, EN5 4JN

Start training now for the following courses. Send for our brochure — without obligation — to Telephone us on 0626 779398 ETI/693

\begin{itemize}
\item [\square] Telecomms Tech C&G 271
\item [\square] Radio Amateur Licence C&G
\item [\square] Microprocessor
\item [\square] Introduction to Television
\end{itemize}

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN
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With ETI rapidly moving into summer, we have many projects and feature articles lined up for you. Microwave ovens can be very safe and economical to use, but it’s often assumed that they will go on working safely and efficiently for ever. As a safety precaution, it would be wise to check every so often, the front door is not leaking harmful radiation. Our cover PCB project next month, a microwave monitor, could help to provide this service.

We present a feature article and design project on how a hands-free telephone works, channel switching for radio-controlled models, more on that ever popular topic surrounding biofeedback with a project called a ‘Mind Trainer’ and finally a car battery tester. This last project also emphasizes the need to keep a check on another piece of often neglected technology.

Find out more in the July edition of ETI, out in your newssagent on June 4th.

The above articles are in preparation but circumstances may prevent publication.

Last Month

Our May issue featured:

The Fuzztone
Pentacode Lock
Moving Coil Meters Part 2
Radio Control Trafficators
AutoMate Mixer PPM
Low Voltage Circuits
Infra-red Remote Controlled Telescope
Vibration Detector

Back issues can be obtained from Argus Subscription Services.
Address in column to left.
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Electronic Designs Right First Time?

From Schematic Capture -

Create your schematics quickly and efficiently on your PC using EASY-PC Professional. Areas of the circuit can be highlighted on screen and simulated automatically using our PULSAR, ANALYSER III and Z-MATCH II simulation programs.

through Analogue and Digital Simulation -

If the results of the simulations are not as expected, the configuration and component values of the circuit can be modified until the required performance is achieved.

to Printed Circuit Board Design!

The design, complete with connectivity, can then be translated into the PCB. The connectivity and design rules can be checked automatically to ensure that the PCB matches the schematic.

Affordable Electronics CAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EASY-PC: Low cost, entry level PCB and Schematic CAD</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
<td>£98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASY-PC Professional: Schematic Capture and PCB CAD. Links directly to ANALYSER III and PULSAR</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PULSAR: Low cost Digital Circuit Simulator - 1500 gate capacity</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
<td>£98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PULSAR Professional: Digital Circuit Simulator - 50,000 gate capacity</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANALYSER III: Low cost Linear Analogue Circuit Simulator - 130 nodes</td>
<td>$195.00</td>
<td>£98.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANALYSER III Professional: Linear Analogue Circuit Simulator - 750 nodes</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-MATCH II: Smith Chart program for RF Engineers - direct import from ANALYSER III</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number One Systems Ltd.
Harding Way, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WR, UK.

For Full Information: Please Write, Phone or Fax.
Tel: 0480 461778
Fax: 0480 494042

USA tel:011- 44 - 480 461778  fax 011- 44 - 480 494042
VISA, MasterCard, AMERICAN EXPRESS
This superb amplifier kit brings together five of the best and most popular 'Audio Building Blocks', to produce an amplifier of unrivalled sound quality at the price. The Power Output Stage is an excellent 150W MOSFET design which is currently Maplin's Best Selling Audio Kit. It is complemented by the excellent performance of the SSM2016 Differential Preamplifier which has also featured in Maplin's 'Top 20' kits. The superb audio stages are supported by a High Quality Power Supply Unit, sophisticated Monitoring Circuitry and a Thermal Protection System. Housed in a rugged 19in. rack mounting case, this outstanding amplifier is designed for longevity, purity of sound reproduction and ease of integration with other professional equipment.

The kit contains everything you need to build this superb amplifier and is supplied complete with comprehensive constructional information.

Features:
* Standard 19in. 2U Rack Mounting Case
* 100W RMS Power Output
* Balanced Line Input
* Loudspeaker Protection
* Switch-on Mute
* Thermal Protection

Typical Specification:
Rated Load Impedance: 4 to 8Ω
Maximum Power Output:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impedance</th>
<th>Power Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4Ω</td>
<td>105W RMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8Ω</td>
<td>90W RMS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THD @ 75W (1kHz): 0.02%
Frequency Response: 10Hz to 40kHz, -1dB